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Table 3-8:

Detectors

%Al n,p

%5%

-+%
Pn )
Al n,o!

P(n,p)
Cu63(nj2n)

+%
Aln )
Al n,cx

Ratio of Spectral Indices Between Thermal-
Neutron-Induced Fission Spectra and Corres-
ponding Fast, Critical Assembly Spectra

Godiva Jez-23 J~;~
U235 U233

1.056 1.041 1.033

1.058 1.036 0.998

1.034 1.018 1.00

1.031 1.040 1.004

0.979 0.978 0.968

*Corrected table 9/63.
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ABSTRACI’

The energy spectra of neutrons from the fission of

U235, U233, and Pu239 have been studied with seven high-

energy activation detectors covering the range 0.6 to

16 Mev. Interpretation is in terms of the Maxwellian

‘h
sPectral function E exp(-E/T) . By means of a unique

cavity arrangement within a moderator to obtain pure

thermal-neutron-induced fission neutrons, the average

energies of the three spectra are found to be in the ratios

U235: U233: Pu239 = (1) : (1.016~.003): (1.039t0.oo3).

Differences between the normalized spectra are most pro-

nounced at high

Pu239:U235 flux

1.35ifl.03 for E

Comparable

energies as exemplified by the relative

ratios 1.17~.013 for 6 < E < 11 Mev, and

> 11 Mev.

detector responses within unreflected cri-

tical assemblies of U235, U233 and Pu239 metal are consis-

tent with an increase of at least 2$% in the average energy

of the fission spectrum component of each assembly relative

to the corresponding thermal-fission spectrum. This may

be associated with the approximately 1.5 Mev average

energy of the assembly neutrons inducing fission.
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Through extensive detector calibration at the Los

Alamos Van de Graaff, average detector cross section

ratios or spectral indices are established for the U235

fission spectrum:

U235(n, f)
U238(n, f)

= 4,,14 fO.23

Np237(n,f)
U238(n, f)

= 4,,33 * 0.22

Np237(n,f)
= 33.5 * 3.4

(n,p)

Np237(n,f)
Al(n, p)

= 306 t 25

%$%%?=1310‘ 110

Np237(n,f)
Al(n,a)

= 1880 + 180

Np237(n,f)
12u63(n,2n) = 12500 * 1400

applicable to spectral analysis,

cross section errors. Indices

Uncertainties assigned,

do not include absolute

involving Cu63(n,2n) show that the U235 fission spectrum

yields approximately 20% fewer neutrons above 11 Mev

than predicted by the Maxwellian spectral function.

Though all other independent indices fall within two error

intervals, they consistently suggest that the observed

spectrum is shifted to higher energies.

The associated development of the activation detec-

tors as a comprehensive tool for measuring distributed

neutron spectra is described in detail.
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INTRODUCTION

Less than two months after the discovery of nuclear

fission in 1939, neutrons were found to accompany the new

nuclear process (39Hal, Halban, Joliot, Kowarski) ; a short

time later, the average number of such neutrons per fission

was observed to be about 3.5 (39Ha2) . This energetic and

disruptive nuclear process, capable of reproducing itself,

was thus quickly assured of lasting interest. One aspect

of nuclear fission, the energy spectrum of the emitted

neutrons, has received continuing attention. Several inde-

pendent method~loud chamber, nuclear plates, proton

recoil counters, time-of-flight (52B0, 56Crl, 52Wa) —show

a Maxwellian-like flux distribution with 2 Mev average

energy. Two semiempirical expressions in common use fit

experimental data quite well:

1/2
Watt: N(E) = const x exp(-O.965E) sinh(2.29E) , I-1

Maxwellian: N (E) = const x

Fig. I-1 shows the best existing

Maxwellian function.

Ei’2exp( O 775E)-0 . I-2

data fitted with the

Most early spectral measurements involved neutrons

from U235 fission, and the single early published work on

Pu230 by Nereson (52Ne) noted no apparent departure from the

U235 spectrum. In 1956, however, Grundl and Neuer (56Gr)

1
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using activation detector-one of the earliest methods

verifying fission neutron emission (40Tu)—reported a I%12S9

fission neutron spectrum slightly more energetic than that

from U235. A re-examination of the earlier photoplate

work by Nereson supported this result. More recent measure-

ments by Bonner (61Bol)using a differential moderation tech-

nique and Kovalev et al. (57Ko) using activation detectors

also agree, but are mostly limited to the lower energy

region. An int~(~ductory discussion of fission spectra can

be found in a review article by Halpern (59Ha) .

This report proposes to compare in some detail

the thermal-neutron-induced fission neutron spectra of U235,

U233, and Pu239. From the response of eight activation

detectors the shift in average energy between spectra will

be ascertained and the validity of the Maxwellian function

(Eq. I-2) to describe the shift investigated. In addition,

a comparison of each fission spectrum with the spectrum

inside unreflected critical assemblies of the corresponding

metal will discern spectral distortions arising from the

fact that the source neutrons in this case are themselves

fission spectrum rather than thermal.

Two papers (59Te, 58Ko) consider the theoretical signif-

icance of these comparisons on the basis of neutrons evap-

orated from fast-moving variably excited fission fragments.

The observed shifts in average energy will be examined in

the light of the first, by James Terrell (59Te). Finally,

extensive calibration and verification of detector excit%+..ion

3



functions at the Los Alamos Van de Graaff make it possible

to deduce information on the shape of the U235 fission

spectrum itself.
py

Activation detector development, ~reated in Chapter 1,

includes a general discussion of these detectors as

spectral indicators leading to definitions and equations.

Following, in the same chapter, is a description of the

eight detectors selected and their general experimental

application. Chapter 2 takes up the problem of obtaining

pure fission neutrons. The final unique arrangement, a

spherical cavity within a moderator, yields abundant

fission neutrons, and is amenable to accurate calculations

of the neutron:~ scattered back to the detectors. The exper-

imental set-up presented makes use of a compact source

reactor coupled to a large tank of D20 containing a

diameter cavity and small source-detector assembly.

material of these first two chapters, considered to

4??

The

be

generally applicable to reactor and shield spectra measure-

ments, is discussed somewhat more extensively than required

for the fission spectrum studies.

Chapter 3 describes the comparison of fission spectra

and gives the direct experimental results including compar-

ison with spectra of corresponding

cal assemblies. Interpretation of

tion with theory appear in Chapter

unreflected fast, criti-

the results and correla-

4.

4



The final chapter is concerned with the U235 fission

spectrum itself. Results of the Van de Graaff calibration,

discussed in detail, lead to fully corrected spectral

indices for the U235 fission spectrum; comparison of these

observed indices with those computed from both the Max-

wellian and Watt spectral functions show significant

departures. A six-group energy division provides a basis

for specifying a fission spectrum more consistent with the

experimental detector responses.

5



CHAPTER 1

THEORY AND APPLICATION OF HIGH-ENERGY
ACTIVATION DETECTORS

1.1 Activation DetectoreAdvantages and Limitations

Neutron-induced radioactivity of the elements served

as the earliest means of neutron detection. All such acti-

vation detectors are sensitive to the energy of the inci-

dent neutrons and de facto are spectral indicators. Their

resolution of course is very broad, but if the distribution

of neutrons be reasonably smooth they give a good idea of

what the distribution is like. If, in addition, something

is known of the spectral shape and a one or perhaps two

parameter function may be assumed to describe the spectrum,

neutron activation detectors can: (1) establish those

parameters; (2) verify that the assumed spectral function

is correct, and suggest changes if it is not; and (3) for

comparison of similar spectra, establish parametric differ-

ences with a degree of accuracy much higher than is prac-

ticable by conventional differential methods. When detector

excitation functions become more accurate it may be possible

6



to specify more parameters and even generalize the spectral

function. Suggestions and formalisms along this line have

already been published (61Mo) although it is not clear,

presently, that such exotic approaches for unknown spectra

will yield more information than simple histogram techniques

(62Die). The latter is always preferable when detector re-

sults are being used to verify or guide multigroup neutron

transport computations.

Beyond these considerations of interpretation, simplic-

ity of measurement, low flux requirements, and usually

negligible gamma sensitivity are significant advantages.

Adaptable to almost any experimental condition they become

indispensable for such problems as the measurement of

reactor spectra.

In view of the place neutron activation detectors have

as spectral analyzers,surprisingly little comprehensive

effort has been directed toward their potential. With few

exceptions they appear in the literature as qualitative

indicators based, at best, upon inadequate excitation func-

tions (61M0, 58Tr, 60Gr) . Lack of good excitation func-

tions is indeed the main limitation to this method though

the situation is improving; one might hope that the effort

here, to make eight particular detectors a comprehensive

spectral measuring tool, will focus the attention of

experimenters on the reactions involved.

The discussion to follow will be restricted to

7



detector application based upon gross beta-gamma counting

of irradiated clisks of the reaction element. As will become

evident, all spectrum information can be obtained from

relative detector response, relative cross sections, and a

relative calibration in a spectrum of known energy distri-

bution (e.g. mcmoenergetic or fission) —absolute counting

is not necessary nor even desirable. The latter usually

introduces additional absolute errors into a spectral

measurement. The viewpoint will be maintained that spec-

tral analysis with activation detectors always involves a

spectral comparison.

1.2 The Activation Equation

For a detector disk A exposed to a neutron spectrum

X and the induced activity subsequently counted, the res-

ponse of the counter is given by an activation equation:

‘X(d ‘= [rA(d ‘A] ‘~~ (W)AX ‘A(3AsT)s 1-1

where,

Ax(a) = counter response for detector A in spectrum X

under experimental conditions a. For a simple

e:~ponential decay the counting rate at the end

of the irradiation is commonly used, and for

a composite decay (e.g. gross fission product

counting) the counting rate at some specified

8



(fPT)Ax =

FA(AA, T) =

‘AX
.

rA(~) =

time after the end of the irradiation.

total flux incident on detector A.

saturation factor. For a simple expo-

nential activity after irradiation for a

time T,

0 ~(t)exp(xAt)dt/~~FA(AA,T)=AA~T Q(t) dt,

which for a rectangular irradiation profile

gives the familiar result [l-exp(-AAT)]/T.

For a complex decay, an experimental deter-

mination of F(T) for expected irradiation

shapes and duration is often required.

i“
o

is

in

1-2CA(E) Nx(E)dE

the average cross section of detector A

spectrum X or simply the response

integral. The integrand OA(E)NX(E) is

called the response function, where

NX(E) = neutron spectrum normalized to

unity, and UA(E) the excitation function

for detector A.

efficiency factor. Includes all experi-

mental influences on response not in the

other factors of the activation equation.

The symbol a refers to these factors which

may vary and are therefore meaningful to

specify.

9



‘A
= number of detector atoms.

A host of matters are lumped into the efficiency

factor: (1) counting efficiency which includes detector

disk positioning and shielding, counter sensitivity, elec-

tronic discrimination, dead time,etc; (2) transmission of

radiation by disk; (3) flux attenuation in detector disk;

(4) nonuniform density of activation; (5) for composite

decay dependence upon neutron energy; (6) environment and

orientation during irradiation . . .

Clearly it is important to standardize procedures obtaining

detector responses in the known and unknown spectra with as

few changes as possible.

1.3 Relative Response and Terminology

Activation equations may be written for each detector

in each spectru~those to be determined plus at least one

calibrating spectrum with a known distribution of neutron

energies.”) When experimental conditions are identical,

the equations for two different detectors A and B in the

same spectrum X, may be combined in pairs to eliminate the

absolute flux:

(1)
Monoenergetic accelerator neutrons need not be dis-

tinguished from other known spectra since the energy
spreads usually encountered require integrating a res-
ponse function similar to the case of a more widely
distributed spectrum.

10



‘x
rANAFA(AA,T)

—.

‘x
17BNBFB(AB,T)

Suitable double ratios may then be formed and average cross

section ratios in the unknown spectra obtained:

where K refers to a known spectrum and (tiA / ~B)K have been

computed. This last

r, detector atoms N,

as the normalization

step eliminates the efficiency factors

and saturation factors F(X,T), as well

used to compute average cross sections

(the exception for composite decays has been mentioned).

For direct comparison of a set of similar spectra, K refers

to that spectrum to which a neutron distribution has been

assigned. On this basis experimental results depend only

upon maintaining a stable counting system and uniform

procedures; interpretation involves, in addition, the known

neutron distribution

The definitions

and assume identical

imental conditions:

and detector excitation functions.

below follow from these considerations

irradiation profiles and other exper-

A (W)B
1. Response Ratio: RAB’~ ~’ counter response

ratio corrected for relative flux incident on each detector

disk.

2. Calibration Factor: GA=
A

.
=*(W)*

This factor,

11



obtained in the known spectrum, requires only relative flux

values for a set of detectors, except when absolute fluxes

are being measured. The ratio GA/GB will be called the

calibration ratio.

~omOA(E) NX(E) ~

3. Spectral Index:
‘AX

S*B(x)=— =
5
BX ~ ‘aB(E)Nx(E)dE

o

= (RAB)
‘B

~ ~’
1-4

the average cross section ratio for detectors A and B in

spectrum X. The average cross section 3A in the cali-

bration factor must be consistent with CJA(E) in the response

function.
PAB)., (‘AB) .,

4. Ratio of Spectral Indices: C
A

‘=x - (RAB)Y”

This double

Calibration

ratio is useful for comparing similar spectra.

factors cancel out making this quantity more

accurate and simple to measure than either component.

Less spectral ir~formation, of course, results.

5. Response Factor:
counter response

‘A =
no. of act. atoms produced

– (W)A‘A ‘A

This quantity included for completeness is convenient for

absolute flux determination, and is related to the usual

counter efficiency e for a simply decaying sample by

12



1.4 Spectral Indices and Related Calibration Considerations

The spectral index is the customary quantity given

to characterize a neutron spectrum; it is a measured and

computable quantity linking the experimental results to

conclusions from theoretical models. For n detectors

n(n-1)/2 indices may be formed, each preferentially com-

paring two energy regions of an unknown neutron distribution

x. A spectrum is sought which will give a computed set of

indices consistent with those found experimentally. Exper-

imental indices are obtained through a “known” or calibra-

ting spectrum as indicated above,

b

SAB(X) = (RAB) # .
XA

Symbolically, we can write computed indices as

‘ABX(oA’ ‘B’ %’ ‘2’ “ “ “ “ Pi) ; i ~ no. of detectors,

where tYA and aB are the excitation functions involved, and

the p’s are spectral parameters, i.e. parameters of analytic

spectral functions, or perhaps simply group flux values in

a histogram approach.

The set of equations,

Sij(x) = s
ijX(P1’ ‘2 “ “ “)’

13
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may in principle be inverted to extract the spectrum,

tempting one to call upon the vast potential of a modern

computer to obtain many parametered spectra in a twinkling.

This may be possible if and when precision cross sections

are available; presently, it seems advisable to keep the

number of parameters much smaller than the number of

detectors, and to use simple, reasonable spectral functions

which allow the effect of cross section uncertainty upon

spectral parameters to be more easily evaluated. For a

spectrum describable by a one parameter analytic function

(e.g. fission or evaporation spectrum) convenient plots

and tables dete:rmine the parameter and the adequacy of the

spectral functio%see chapter 4. Extension to two para-

meters would seem possible.

Comparison of experimentally observed indices with

those computed from a spectrum predicted by reactor calcu-

lations may verify that spectrum or guide the adjustment of

input data. Fo:r such application the method outlined here

is better than any independent, absolute cross section

ratio determination (e.g. absolute fission counting or 47r

absolute beta counting) . The latter will check a combina-

tion of spectra and absolute cross section, not spectra

alone.

As has been stated the matter of calibration is

approached here in the manner of a comparison; poorly known

14



neutron distributions may be related to those better known.

“Known” spectra include neutrons from particle acceler-

ators, thermal neutrons from a reactor, and the fission

spectrum. In this connection one advantage of fission

spectrum calibration may be mentioned. Since the fission

spectrum is one of the best known distributed spectra and

is a major component of most fission-derived neutron distri-

butions, using it as a reference greatly reduces the largest

uncertainty in applying activation detectors, namely, the

excitation functions. In general, a known spectrum close

to the one being determined reduces the dependence upon

excitation function; the closer the spectra the more

accurately they may be compared.

Calibration with accelerator neutrons (i.e. simultane-

ous irradiation of the detector set subtending not too

large an angle with the target) is not always simple:

(1) neutron intensities are often marginal; (2) severe

structure in many detector excitation functions give rise

to difficult interpretation problems; (3) secondary inter-

actions in the target often result in neutrons of energies

other than those of the primary reaction; and (4) for

fissile materials the gross (and individual) activity of

fission products may be expected to depend upon neutron

energy since the fission mode changes. This last is a

particular worry when calibrating with 14 Mev neutrons

from the D-T reaction. Calibration in the fission spectrum,

15



probably the best known and most easily obtained distri-

buted neutron source, largely overcomes these difficulties.

1.5 Spectral Sensitivity

Nothing has been said here of threshold~ffective

or otherwise. It is felt that interpreting any activation

detector in terms of a threshold is unfruitful and often

confusing. On one hand, describing a detector in terms

of a threshold can lead to overestimating its ability to

sample a certain energy region, while, on the other hand,

the inability to define a generally meaningful threshold

(since it is always spectral dependent) leads to belittling

the usefulness of activation detectors as accurate spectral

indicators. With some exceptions the measured excitation

functions do not even remotely exhibit a true threshold

shape except that the cross section is zero below some

energy. The response function (Eq. 1-2) is fundamental and

should be the center of interpretation; using average cross

section ratios directly is not difficult, and is trivial

if a computer is available.

It remains true that something is needed to indicate

for a given spectrum the general energy region where a

detector is sensitive. Specifying a crude Gaussian fit to

the response function o(E)N(E) suggests itself, though the

usual prominent structure and asymmetry make this difficult

16



(see Fig. 1-2). A simple qualitative characterization to

be used here is the mid-energy Em of the response curve,

along with the energy intervals AEl and AE2, below and

above Em, which encompass 80% of the response:

E

f ‘aide = 005 ~m ode,
o 0

1-5

Em Em+AE2

J ode = J aide s 0.4 J@O(E)N(E)dE.
Em-AE ~ Em o

A detector-spectrum sensitivity appropriate to the

fission neutron study is just the slope of the function,

m
?2

~Ax(T) =+! (JA(E) E exp(-E/T)dE,

around the relevant value of T = 1.3 (~ = 2.0 Mev) .

This “figure-of-merit” will prove useful in the discussion

of precision spectral comparisons.

1.6 Selection and Specification of Detectors

Turning to the selection of specific detectors one may

quickly reduce the vast array of activation reactions by

compromising on certain desirable characteristics: (1)

measured excitation function, (2) relevant energy sensitiv-

ity, (3) half-life in the range 10 min to 10 hr for high

17



sensitivity and rapid data acquisition, (4) no competing

activities of similar half-life or large cross section,

(5) convenient physical and chemical properties, and (6)

large cross section. These criteria, based on using the

method of gross beta-gamma counting of irradiated disks of

the detector element, are not of equal importance. For

this investigat:lon prime consideration was given to the

availability and consistency of measured excitation

functions.

The set of eight detectors finally chosen have sensi-

tivities distributed over the energy range 0.6 to 15 Mev;

Table 1-1 lists them, along with most of the important

features of spectral indication as applied to fission spec-

trum studies. ‘1) Note the spectacular increase in sensitiv-

ity as one goes to higher energy detectors. Table 1-2

presents counting procedures and physical properties for

the detector di:~ks. In Appendix 1 the counters are des-

cribed in detail.

The fundamental detector cross sections used in this

report, and displayed in the three sections of

Fig. 1-1, are a compromise between references listed in

Table 1-1 and extensive calibrations carried out at the

(1)
For fast-neutron, metal, ~ritical assembly measure-

ments, the capture detector 11 7 is added along with
four auxiliary detectors: Th232(n, f), Th232(n,y),
U238(n,f), U238(n,~), and Pu239(n,f).

18
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Los Alamos Van de Graaff (see Chapter 5) .

Response functions for each detector in the U235

O(E)E1’pexp(-E/l 29)fission spectrum, . , appear in Fig. 1-2

along with the mid-response energies and response ranges.

The great overlap of detector response indicates that

spectral sensitivity will depend markedly upon which

detectors are Icompared. Fig. 1-2 also illustrates the im-

portance of the initial rise of the excitation function

when these detectors are applied to a spectrum decreasing

rapidly with energy.

1.7 Experimental Application

A reliable counting system is one of

upon which spectral analysis depends, and

effort was put into designing a versatile,

the

the

main factors

necessary

high-stability

counting system especially for direct counting of activation

detectors. The final system, a small-volume, windowed,

methane-flow proportional counter provides for variable

sample positioning and shielding; Appendix 1 discusses this

development and specifies the final design and operating

characteristics. ‘1%0 identical systems are in operation

along with associated automatic readouts and computer pro-

cessing.

Counting data are analyzed with a least-squares

for IBM 704 computers (61Ch) which, after background

24
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counter loss correction, fits the appropriate number of

exponential to the data. A power law (for fission decay

over short intervals) as well as tabulated functions (for

long time fission decay) may also be applied to counting

data. The code will fix any combination of abundances and

decay parameters, a useful feature permitting consistent

treatment of results, and convenient removal of competing

activities. Print-outs from the computer record deviations

2
of individual counts along with a final x -test on the fit.

In the computer analysis, counts which did not agree with

the fitted exponential to better than three standard

deviations were discarded. This seemed justified in view

of the large number of counts on a single detector disk

(as many as fifty) and the manifold possibility of gross

deviation due to malfunction of scalers, clocks, and

automatic readouts, or short term drifts. Such counts

infrequent and rarely exceeded two in a single set of

counts.

were

Fission dletector decays are straightforward: aluminum

shields reduce the response to capture activities by a

large factor relative to the fission product activity

(> 500 for U238); and, for all spectra considered here, the

n,p and n,a activities in the aluminum cans are suffi-

ciently reduced so as to require no correction. For U238

and Np237 a fixed power law is fit to the counting data and
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the counting rate at sixty minutes after shutdown obtained.

This is the counter response for the U238 and NP237 fission

detectors. For the U235 fission detector a similar pro-

cedure applies, except that the response time is 120

minutes after shutdown and the activity equivalent to 6%

U238 impurity is subtracted to yield the final counter

response. The latter comes directly from the counter res-

ponse of the U238 detector.

Phosphorous (n,p), Iron56 (n,p), and Aluminum (n,a)

likewise present no special problems as they are essen-

tially free of competition over wide time ranges. A small

correction for the aluminum can enclosing the phosphorous

powder is conveniently obtained thru intercalibration with

the aluminum detector. Counting data is first analyzed

with decay constant free to check for the correct activity;

then, with the decay constant fixed, the final counter res-

ponse (initial counting rate) is determined.

Two competing activities, though small, must be con-

sidered in the Al(n,p) data processing: (1) Al(n,~) contri-

bution in the primary 15-60 minute data is ascertained from

analysis of early counting data (8-15 minute), and entered

as a fixed activity; (2) Al(n,a) activity is fixed accord-

ing to long time counting data.

The problem of competing activities in Cu63(n,2n) is

the most serious of all and only its well known excitation

function plus important energy response region make it

27



worth the effort of extraction. A 0.032” aluminum shield

easily removes a.lrnostall of the capture activity in

CU63 , and the remainder is determined by applying the

shield factor (0.033) to long time unshielded counts.

There is no appreciable photoneutron yield below 20 Mev

photon energy (48Ba) so that fission spectrum applications

are not affected. The half percent CU65 impurity, however,

results in a 5 minute capture activity which for fission

spectrum work contributes up to 25% of the counting rate
-.-,

during the relevant time interval. With no possibility
..,. .,-,.,. .

of shielding this activity, an indirect measurement of its
. . . . -.A:?bA~ ...

contribution is necessary an’: carried out by means of a
..,,- .- .,,

physically identical enriched CU65 ‘disk irradiated simul-

taneously with the CU63. The intense CU65 activity is
,,,

easily obtained and verified with just a few counts. A

thermal irradiation of both disks gives an experimental

ratio of the Cu65(n,?) activity between “disks of 0.00466

(a thirty percent discrepancy with specified CU65 concen-
,.,, .. . .

tration in the CU63 isotope — see Table 1-2) . ‘With this
. . . .

technique, aided by machine computations, the 9.7 minute

(n,2n) activity is”successfully isolated.
..,4!. ;1- . . ..... ! , ,,.,., ,.

To complete the experimental-specification of”~hese
. . . . L . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .

detectors a word must be said about beta absorption in-the
i- .. . . . . . .:---.....!.-

dete~tor disks; this can be important when’there is sig~if-
, ,? . ,,. . , ,. ,. , :. ., , , , , , * ------ .

icant spatial variation”.of neutron flux.’o~~r the thickness

of a detector so that a mean detector position is affected

28



by the transmission of the radiation that is counted.

Curves of transmission vs depth were obtained experimentally

by a simple self-shielding technique for each of the detec-

tors described in Table 1-2, and the counters as described

in Appendix 1. From these plots, transmission factors, or

more accurately effective source strengths, were formed for

five equal zones of detector thickness. With physical

thicknesses normalized to unity, Table 1-3 lists the effec-

tive source strengths for each zone. Absorption by the

aluminum can which enclose both the phosphorous and nep-

tunium detectors has been included.

Table 1-3: Detector Activity Transmission Factors

Thickness P Al(n,p) Fe, CU63 NpAl(n,a) ,_

o - 0.2 0.29 0.32 0.36 0.34 0.42

0.2 -0.4 0.23 0.24 0.23 0.24 0.28

0.4-0.6 0.20 0.19 0.17 0.18 0.17

0.6 - 0.8 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.14 0.08

0.8 - 1.0 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.05

The final set of counter responses (i.e. counting rates

of each detector activity at a specified time) after correc-

tion for relative flux at each detector may be combined

in pairs to form relevant response ratios. Measure-

ment of response ratios for the three fission spectra will

be described in Chapter 3, and spectral information extrac-

ted from the experimental results in Chapters 4 and 5.
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CHAPTER 2

PRODUCTION OF PURE FISSION SPECTRUM NEUTRONS

2.1 Conventional Fission Converters

The conventional converter or fission plate technique

for obtaining fission spectrum neutrons is described by

Hughes (53Hu): slow neutrons from a thermal column are

converted to fission neutrons in a plate of fissile

material located close to the reactor shield. Experiments

may be carried out right at the plate or a distance away.

Disadvantages of this method are: (1) uncertainty as to

the purity of the fission spectrum obtained due to scatter-

ing from the massive structures nearby as well as material

close to the fission plat~anning substance, support

materials and the fission plate itself; (2) radiation

hazard which usually precludes other activities in the

vicinity; and (3) large intensity reduction over that avail-

able inside the reactor. The unpleasantness connected with

externally produced fast neutrons is well illustrated by

preliminary fission spectrum work carried out with a fission
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plate at the Los Alamos Water Boiler. Irradiating late at

night to avoid interference with normal operations, com-

plaints were still heard because activity induced in the

magnet of a beta-ray spectrometer some seventy feet away

from the fission source made it unusable the following day!

For experiments which do not require collimation or

a large volume for the measuring device, e.g. activation

measurements, a fission spectrum inside the pile will over-

come the last two objections. Such a proposal has been

made by Meuhlhause of the National Bureau of Standards

(59Mu) suggesting the use of heavily loaded cylindrical

fuel elements with a boron lined cylindrical cavity.

2.2 Cavity Fission Spectrum

A different cavity arrangement, which also overcomes

the problem of background, proves successful for fission

spectrum studies. If a small disk of fissionable isotope

is at the center of a rather small spherical cavity inside

a large thermalizing medium fed by a reactor core, only a

small fraction of the fission neutrons produced will return

to the disk. One may compute the fraction returning as

well as its energy spectrum by straightforward multigroup

transport or Monte-Carlo techniques. Such calculations

indicate that if cadmium covered detectors be placed such

that the average fission source to detector distance is not

31



greater than abcmt one tenth the cavity diameter the back-

ground due to scattered neutrons will be almost negligible

for any

fission

be well

In

ations,

high-energy detector and small for low energy

detectors. The reactor neutrons, of course, must

therrnalized as in any fission converter system.

Appendix 3 a discussion of Monte-Carlo calcul-

involving 3, 4, and 10 inch diameter cavities in

24 and 36 inch diameter reflectors of D20 (59Ca), presents

normalized return spectra and total return fluxes. Accord-

ing to the results a 10 inch thickness of D20 surrounding

a cavity is essentially infinite.

Recently, source calculations with Carlson’s DSN

Multigroup Transport Code (58Ca) have become routine,

making it possible to verify the Monte-Carlo results and

extend cavity return calculations to include other diam-

eters as well as graphite and H20 reflectors. These

results, which are also detailed in Appendix 3, appear in

Figure 2-1 as the normalized return spectrum above 0.4 ev

for a 4“ diameter cavity in a D20 reflector— the primary

arrangement for the fission spectrum studies. The complete

distribution extends down to thermal energies as may be

noted from Table A3-3. We see that less than 4% of the

flux returning from a fission spectrum source is above 1

Mev, though some 40% of the return is greater than 0.1 Mev.

According to Table A3-3 the total return flux above 0.4 ev

32
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for a unit fission neutron source is 0.004 neut/cm2sec so

that at the center of the 4“ diameter cavity we can expect

a background of less than 1% for high-energy detectors

which are within 1 cm of the source.

Though the neutrons below 0.4 ev may be removed by

shielding detectors with cadmium, the continuous distri-

bution over the rest of the energy range must be considered

when using a low energy detector like U235, and nonnegli-

gible backgrounds will be common. The fraction of the

activity induced in a detector by returning source neutrons

is given by

5
–2 return

Background * [9return]4rZ 8—
z
fiss. spec.

2-1

—
where Z is the average source-detector distances Wreturn

the total central return flux, areturn the average detector

cross section for the return spectrum, and 6 fiss. spec.

the average detector cross section for the fission spec-

trum. When a background estimate is required therefore

the return spectrum must be known, and in addition, an

estimate or calculation of the average source to detector

distance becomes necessary. Clearly it is advantageous to

reduce ~ by us:ing small, closely spaced source-detector

assemblies. The determination of ~return, using calculated

return spectra of Appendix 3, is straightforward, excePt in

the case of detectors with resonance response which can
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give rise to appreciable background from resonance acti-

vation. This problem is treated briefly, later on, for

the U235 fission detector.

Details of detector geometry and backgrounds will be

discussed in terms of the actual experimental arrangement

described below.

2.3 Cavity Arrangement and Source-Detector Assembly

The fission spectrum system was built around the

small, source-reactor Hydro (60Ch), consisting of a water-

cooled cylindrical core of U235 metal (6” diameter, 5“

high) surrounded on the side and bottom by a six-inch

thick water reflector.

For these measurements the exposed upper surface of

the core was covered with two 5/8’’-thick plates of normal

uranium, 1“ of steel, 2“ of lead, and 2“ of nickel to

reduce initially the energy of core neutrons by inelastic

scattering. Placed on top, a 31” diameter stainless steel

tank containing D20 to a height of 37%” formed a “thermal

column.” A sketch of the system in Fig. 2-2 shows a 4“

diameter glass-walled spherical cavity (1/32” thick glass)

at the tank center and accessible from the top. Hydro

operating at about 1.5 kilowatts produces a thermal flux

9 2
of roughly 2.5 x 10 neut/cm sec at the center of the

cavity, and a cadmium ratio for U235 fission of about 800.
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The source-detector assembly, suspended at the center

of the cavity, employs coaxial disk geometry combining

the advantages of simple fabrication with symmetry and

versatility. Fig. 2-3 is a cross sectional view

of a typical source-detector assembly. The detec-

tor disks surrounded by 0.030” thick cadmium are exposed

to fission neutrons from the two source disks outside the

cadmium. All three cadmium pieces, two disks and one cyl-

inder, were well fitted and the detectors centered to

eliminate activation from any residual thermal neutron

leakage. The increased spacing of source disks shown in

the figure reduces position sensitivity by flattening the

flux distribution at the detectors. The thermal flux

diffusing into the cavity is not isotropic and gives rise

to unequal source strengths for the upper and lower source

disks . Interchange of each source disk with its cadmium

end plate makes possible a simple measurement of the

epithermal background of reactor neutrons with the same

intervening materials.

Perturbation of the fission neutrons by the source-

detector assembly itself was initially estimated by hand,

and on the basis of a 0.3” thick solid cadmium cylinder

with a transport cross section of 3.6b, and an inelastic

cross section of 1.5b corresponds to 7% elastic and 3%

inelastic scattering. The elastic scattering does not
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produce any direct spectral perturbation as there are no

moderating materials present; but the inelastic scattering,

by removing neutrons from the region of high-energy detec-

tor sensitivity, will affect spectral indices which com-

pare the high and low energy detectors.

Recently, a more comprehensive but still qualitative

estimate was obtained through a simple DSN transport com-

putation involving a 1.3 cm diameter iron sphere with a

fission spectrum source near the center. Using the

sixteen-group cross sections of Ref. 61Ha, a maximum per-

turbation of the spectrum results at the surface of the

sphere as follows:

Table 2-1: Fission Spectrum Perturbation By a

1.3 cm Diameter Sphere of Iron

Energy Group Pure Fiss.
No. Range Spectrum

1 3-al O .204

2 1.4-3 0.344

3 0.9-1.4 0.168

4 0.4-0.9 0.180

5 0.1-0.4 0.090

6 0.017-0.1 0.014

7-16 0.00-0.017 0.000

With this arrangement, equivalent

detector assembly in total number

39

Spectrum At
Sphere Surface

0.192

0.334

0 ● 174

0.188

0.097

0.0147

0.000

to the actual source-

of atoms present, we



see that some 3% of the spectrum is shifted to below 1.4

h!ev. This small. disturbance will not affect the compar-

ison of spectra, but some absolute spectral indices of

Chapter 5 will require corrections of this order.

Three nearly identical pairs of source disks were

used, U235, U233, and Pu239, and may themselves be

counted to obtain relative source strengths; total source

strength of a source pair in the 4“ diameter cavity with

Hydro at - 1.5 KW is about 3 x 109 neut/see, and the upper

to lower source strength ratio - 0.6. The table below

lists source specifications:

Table 2-2: Source Disk Specifications

Source Source
Source Diameter Thickness Wt . Can Impurities

U235 0.455” 0.030” 1.45gm 0.001”A1 5% U238

1% U234

U233 0.454” 0.034” 1.44gm O.OIO”Ni ----

Pu239 0.455” 0.035” 1.35gm O.OIO”Ni 5$%Pu240

The fission source density in these disks decreases

~“apidly with depth, and an estimate of the density variation

is necessary to accurately calculate the flux profile in

the region of the detectors as well as to ascertain the

average source to detector distance for background deter-

minations . For isotropic incidence of thermal neutrons

the density as function of depth t is
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pi(t) = [exp(-t/X) + t/AEi(-t/70],

where Ei(-X) = - ~mexp(-a) /a da; and A = mean free path
x

for thermal fission. The final determination of the mean

source depth, 0.010” * 0.002 for all three fission sources,

took into consideration: (1) anisotropy of incident

thermal neutrons, (2) dilution by nonthermal fissioning

isotopes, (3) flux hardening (simple 10% reduction of

cross section) , and (4) distribution of the source in the

specific source-detector geometry. Fortunately, all but

the geometry factor affect the result by 0.001” or less.

2.4 Flux Profiles and Detector Backgrounds

The formation of spectral indices later on will re-

quire a knowledge of the flux profile between the two

source disks, and also an estimate of the return back-

ground for each detector. Both problems involve a calcu-

lation of the average source to detector distance for a

coaxial disk geometry, or equivalently, the effective

flux incident on a detector disk coaxial with a disk

source. This general problem for a thin detector is

carried out in Appendix 2.

For the arrangement we are considering, the effective

flux versus separation distance (in units of detector

radii) given in Fig. A2-2, Appendix 2, is applicable with
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only a small correction for edge enhancement of the source

due to neutrons incident on the edge of the source disks.

Except for the phosphorous and fission detectors, source

and detector radii are all equal: a = rs = O-225” = 0.57cm;

so the abscissa of Fig. A2-2 is read at Z/O.57 and the

corresponding ordinate divided by 1/(0=57)2 to obtain the

flUX ● The effective flux vs. separation distance, obtained

in this way, is shown by the solid line in Fig. 2-4 and

forms the basis for generating the flux variation in the

region between the

The flux from

Fig. 2-4 such that

shown in Fig. 2-3.

sources.

the strong source is represented in

the abscissa Z is the distance (Ds + d)

The curve of

is an appropriate segment of the

properly oriented, with ordinate

flux from the weak source

strong-source curve,

reduced by the ratio of

source strengths. In the particular case illustrated by

Fig. 2-4, which applies to U235 sources, the location of

the weak-source curve corresponds to the following dimen-

sions:

D= Source - Source - Source + Source + Cadmium
thk . Casing Depth Spacer Disk

Ds= 0.036 - 0.003 - 0.010 + 0.035 + 0.031

= 0.089”

Dw= 0.036 - 0.003 -0.010 + 0.018 + 0.031

= 0.072”

Source Strength Ratio = 0.57

Detector Height, s = 0.112”.
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The final composite flux profile between U235 disks, a sum

of the individual curves adjusted so that total source

strength = 1 neut/see, shows a maximum flux variation

of - 20% over the region where the detectors are located.

Effective flux profiles for important source and

detector arrangements appear in Fig. 2-5, and were gen-

erated as outlined above from the single curve of Fig. 2-4

using applicable assembly dimensions. The flux profile

obtained experimentally from the activation of iron disks

is seen to agree well with computation. The position

sensitivity fo:r the primary detector disks, shown in a

typical arrangement in the figure, varies from essentially

zero to as high as 0.4%/mil for the CU63 detector.

The phosphorous and fission detector disks with

smaller radii (0.190”) are exposed to effective fluxes

some 8% higher than appear in Fig. 2-5, though the flux

profiles are essentially the same. When the phosphorous

detector is irradiated with the other high-energy detectors

of larger radii, the full 8% bias to higher flux repre-

sents a significant increase in the geometry correction

and associated uncertainty.

The precision spectral comparisons of the next chapter

will require a careful application of these flux profiles

to the detector arrangements, even to the point of correc-

ting for the perturbation of effective position due to

beta absorption.
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We now can estimate detector backgrounds due to

fission neutron return by applying Eq. 2-1:

z
–2 return

Background - [Wreturn]47rZ 0
—

Ii

fiss.spec.

The factor 4T% is simply the reciprocal of the effective

flux; and, referring to Fig. 2-5, let us choose 3.5 as a

representative value. Multiplying by the total return

flux value of 0.0042 from Table A3-3 of Appendix 3, we

have

—
(s

Background - 0.015
return .—

o
fiss.spec.

Average fission cross sections are listed in Table 5-5,

and the average return cross sections, U235 excepted, may

be estimated from the return spectrum in Table A3-3,

column 3, and the cross section curves of Fig. 1-2. From

the results, in Table 2-1 below, one sees that the small

5 for detectors with thresholds leads to negligible
return

return backgrounds.

Table 2-3: Fission-Neutron Return Background
10 cm Cavity In a D20 Reflector

(Y
Detectors return

3
return

z
fiss.spec.

P31 (n,p) O .002b O .07b

U238(n,f) O .018 0.06

Np237(n,f) 0.21 0015

U235(n,f) 9 7.0

For

Background

(v = o .30)

0.06$

0 .05%

0.15%

10%
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For the low energy U235 fission detector the back-

ground is not negligible and a more careful estimate of

z is necessary.
return

Reference (61Ha) gives, for U235

and infinite dilution, sixteen-group cross sections which

correspond to Table A3-3. The resulting average cross

section of 10b in the return spectrum yields an 11% return

background for an infinitely thin U235 fission detector.

For the 0.003” thick detector disk used in these measure-

ments self-shielding of resonance neutrons reduces the

return background to 10%, the value in Table 2-1. As the

background is based on computation alone with no direct

experimental confirmation, we attach to it an uncertainty

of one-quarter.

In Chapter 5 this careful estimate of the return

contribution will yield, for the first time we believe,

the U235 fission detector response in the U235 fission

spectrum, under conditions of known background and spectral

purity. Combined with the U238 fission response, the long

sought spectral index d(U235(n,f))/~(U238(n, f)) in the

fission spectrum will be specified experimentally with a

realistic appraisal of the uncertainties involved.
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CHAPTER 3

FISSION SJ?ECTFUICOMPARISON MEASUREMENTS

3.1 Experimental Procedure and Processing of Counting Data

Having described the activation detectors along with

their experimen-tal application in Chapter 1, and the

method for producing pure fission neutrons in Chapter 2,

the procedure followed for the comparison measurements

may be conveniently outlined. For the primary irradi-

ations the small source-detector assembly in Fig. 2-2

was mounted at the center of a four inch diameter glass-

walled cavity in the heavy-water thermal column. The eight

detectors which form the basis of the spectral comparison

are divided into a high-energy set: P, Al, Fe, CU63, CU65;

and a fission set with a phosphorous monitor: P, Np237,

U238, U235. Each set sandwiched between the fission-source

disks and surrounded with cadmium (see Fig. 2-3) was irra-

diated separately, and subsequently, individual detector

disks counted in one of the two identical counting systems

described in Appendix 1. Computer processing of the auto-

matically recorded counting data followed the method
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detailed in section 1.7: fitting by least-squares the

necessary number of decaying exponentials, or, in the case

of the fission detectors, a decaying power law.

In line with the importance attached to maintaining

strict procedures, mentioned in Chapter 1, we might list

some details of method which contribute to the precision

of the final results. Detector disks, after background

counting, were assembled in the same orientation with

respect to the strong source disk, and all other parts

of the assembly likewise identically placed and oriented.

Inserted between detector interfaces of dissimilar

materials, 0.001” thick plastic disks eliminated inter-

detector contamination. This effect due to recoiling

nuclei, has been observed for detectors in contact which

differ greatly in specific activity. Final thickness of

the assembly was routinely checked and varied by less

than 0.005” from the sum of the component parts.

Standard irradiations, of nearly rectangular profile

and 20 min duration were measured from l/e of full power.

With such a starting time, variations in the approach to

the final power level can be shown to produce minimal

variations in saturation effects. A positive pile period

of 38 t 2 sec for the start of the irradiation was main-

tained from 0.01 to - 2/3 of full power. Detector recovery

about 5 min after shutdown made it possible to begin
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counting at near 10 min after the end of the irradiation.

To reduce errors and simplify the task of counting,

a schedule was developed which minimized foil changing

by counting each detector in extended blocks of time. This

proved particularly useful when making two irradiations in

a single eight hour day. A map of this counting schedule

appears in Fig. 3-1 and shows, for both counting systems,

when each detector was counted, the counting interval, and

the slot and shield used. Twin time scales for each

counter are zeroed at the respective reactor shutdown

times. The two fission sources themselves were counted at

the indicated times with 1/8” lead shields to establish

the relative source strengths.

The general treatment of counting data with digital

computers in order to extract the counter response (i.e.

the detector disk counting rate at some specified time)

was described in section 1.7. Some specifics for this

application are noteworthy. Statistical errors of total

counts,

ble; and

carried

Cu63(n,2n) excepted, were nearly always negligi-

2all final data resulted in an acceptable x -test

out by the computer as part of its routine of

least-squares fitting. Counts during individual intervals

which departed by more than three standard deviations

were attributed to malfunction of the electronic system

or readout and automatically discarded. Such events were

rare occurring less than one time in fifty.
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SCHEDULE FOR DAILY DOUBLE

I: FIRST IRR. -P, Al, Fe, Cu 63, CU 65;
lkSECOND IRR.-P, Np237, U23S, U235;

COUNTER A

I
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.

Fig. 3-1: Detector counting schedule for two daily irradiations using two identical counting systems.
Twin time scales for each counter express the time after each shutdown in minutes. Detector disks to
be counted, counting interval, slot, and shield are given for each block of time.
(4);S2w/060Sl calls for counting the U235 detector disk for 4 minutes in slot 2 wit~%!S~O$tu~~~&i_
num shield in slot 1.
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Typical counter responses for a total fission neu-

tron source strength of 3 x 10
9

neuts/sec are shown in

Table 3-1.

Table 3-1:

Detector

p(n,p)

Al(n,p)

Fe(n,p)

Al(n,a)

CU63 (n,2n)

U235(n,f)

U238(n,f)

Np237(n,f)

Typical Counter Resp~nses FoI’ 20 Min.
Irradiation at -3x1O neuts/cm2sec

Counter response
Half-Life (c/m)

157 min 7.7 x 104 (ICR)

9.5 2.0 x 10
5 ,,

154 4.6 X 103 ,,

900 6 X 102 ?t

9.7 2.4 X 103 “

--- 4.3 x 104 (120 m)

--- 1.5 x 104 (60 m)

--- 3.0 x 104 (60 m)

It is interesting to note that computer processed data did

not often result in significant

response hand calculated from a

counting period. (An exception

improvement of a counter

few counts during the

is the extraction of the

Cu63(n,2n) activity, which is quite time consuming when

done by hand.) To some extent, when generous counting

rates are available, computer processing only serves to

identify poor counting data by disclosing unacceptable

deviations.

Data were obtained from 24 fundamental arrangements
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distinguished by: two sets of nearly identical detector

disks divided into high-energy and fission groups as

described above; two detector assembly orders designated

normal and interchange; and three different fission

sources--U235, U233, Pu239. The two assembly orders gave

a composite check of the geometry calculation and of spec-

tral invariance in the detector region by interchanging

pairs of detector disk%high energy set, phosphorous and

aluminum interchange&fission set, phosphorous and nep-

tunium interchanged.

3.2 Relative Flux Correction and Response Ratios

Before we can ,form detector response ratios a correc-

tion for relative flux at the detectors must be applied

to the counter responses. The flux profile between the

coaxial, twin source-disk geometry employed was developed

in section 2.4 and Appendix 2; typical profiles over the

detector region appeared in Fig. 2-5. Because of the

precision attempted in these comparison measurements the

final relative flux values assigned to each detector incor-

porate a beta absorption effect. This was touched upon at

the end of section 1.7, and we may apply the transmission

factors of Table 1-3 directly to weighting the flux

variation over the thickness of each detector disk. The

orientation convention for counting, which now becomes
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necessary, was chosen as follows: the detector surface

facing the strong source faces the counter window.

Figure 3-2 shows all the primary detector arrange-

ments and corresponding effective flux profiles. The

ordinate is the flux value for a total source strength

of one neutron per second and a detector diameter of 0.450

inches; for the smaller diameter phosphorous and fission

detectors,the ordinate must be multiplied by 1.075. The

detector arrangements laid out in the figure show the

normal and interchange order for each set; and relative

flux values for each detector are specified with respect

to phosphorous, which is common to both the high-energy

and fission detector sets. Notice that the P:Fe inter-

change has its largest effect on the flux at the aluminum

detector. Flux values are not given for two detectors:

Copper 65, an auxiliary capture detector used in inter-

preting the Cu63(n,2n) activity, is affected only slightly

by the flux profile since most of its activation is due to

epithermal reactor neutrons; U235 likewise has a large

epithermal reactor background which makes it impossible

to get a satisfactory fission spectrum response in this

arrangement. Eletailed measurements under different circum-

stances will be described in Chapter 5 where the U235

fission spectrum response is of more interest in deter-

mining the fission spectrum shape itself.

We may note that comparison measurements are not
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affected by the magnitude of the geometry factors, but only

by variations associated with uncertainty of detector

positions or changes of fission sources. Detector

positions relative to each other and to the source disks

are estimated to be within 0.002”. From the figure, the

effects of source change and positioning accuracy are seen

to be small, associating a percent or less uncertainty with

the geometry correction.

Response ratios may now be formed after applying rele-

vant geometry factors to each counter response. Each res-

ponse ratio formed may be distinguished by (1) detectors

involved, (2) fission source used, (3) order of assembly—

normal or interchange, and (4) detector disk set employed

(set 1 or 2). The final array of results is presented in

Tables 3-2 ancl 3-3 with all detector ratios formed lower to

higher energy sensitivity. The response ratios of columns

3, 4, 7,and 8 are the result of 34 irradiations which pro-

vided for repetition of over one third of the data.

All response ratio values following a given fission

source in the tables are directly comparable; that is, all

interset calibration and geometry corrections have been

applied. Values entered in parenthesis are considered

less reliable because of unsatisfactory decays, or the use

of “old” source disks of uncertain dimensions.
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Table 3-3: 13xperimentalResult+igh Energy Dstectors

NORUAL ORDER(l) INT2RCRANGE ORDER(2)

Fission
Source

Ratio of Interchange Ratio of

Detectors Ratio(’) , f , ~ ~ ~Res onse Ratio S ectral Indices
(4)

e et

%%5’ ’23’
U235

u233

%&@ ‘3’

%?&%

u235

U233

Pu239

0.327

0 .3s4
(O.346)

0.346

16.53

1S.36
(18.56)

17.57

103.4

U235 119.5
(118.4)

u233 112.9

%aifk’m’=’ 26”7
U235 36.4

(36.4)

u233 33.1

0.328
0.329

0.352

0.339
0.340

16.S3
16.27

16.36

17.61
17.42

103.6
102.6

119.2

113.3
112.3

26,7
27.6

34.8

32.9
32,0

0.934

1.000

0.966

0.691

1.000

0.953

0.865

1.000

0.945

0.757

1.000

0.924

1.011

1.008

1.005

1.019

1.004

1.010

1.005

0.998

1.003

0.993

0.979

0.994

0.332
0.333

0.353
0.356

0.338
0.343

16.65

16.43
18.54

17.66
17.74

103.0
104.0

119.1
119.5

113.2
113.1

26.6

34.8
35.1

31.6
33.0

0.333
0.331

0 .3s3

0.344

16.67
16.75

18.42

17.74

103.8
104.3

118.3

113.3

26.7
26.8

34.3

33.1

(1)P, Al, Fe, CU63$ CU65.

(2)Fe, Al, P, CU63, CU65.

0.037

1.000

0.966

0.604

1.000

0.959

0.671

1.000

0.950

0.770

1.000

0.955

(3)Response ration are presented for both detector sets with set 2 corrected to set 1 according
intercalibrmtion factors in Table 1-2.

(4)Ratio of response ratio in each fission spectrum to that in the U235 fi5si0n spectmm -

to

(5)Ratio of response ratio for interchange order to that for normal order.
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3.3 Reliability and Final Experimental Values

The large group of experimental numbers (110 individ-

ual response ratios) in Tables 3-2 and 3 are now ready

for disposal through suitable averaging. It will be

worthwhile to make some consistency checks first in order

to ascertain the degree of confidence to be placed in this

assemblage of experimental values obtained over a period of

eight months and subject to a geometry correction based on

computation alone.

We begin by looking at pairs of response ratios which

were obtained under identical experimental conditions:

same fission source, detector set, and detector assembly

order . The average spread of such numbers is less than

one percent. Next, noting from Table 1-2 that detector

sets 1 and 2 are nearly identical, we can examine the

deviations of pairs of response ratios which differ only

in the d:etector set employed. The average spread of 30

such pairs (Cu63(n,2n) excluded) is also less than one

percent, with only five exceeding 1.5%. For Cu63(n,2n)

the average spread of about 3% is assumed to be associated

with uncertainties due to competing activities.

Finally, a comparison of values under assembly inter-

change will assess uncertainties in the geometry correc-

tion (or spectral variation with position if such exists) .

For each fission source, an appropriate index is the ratio

of the average of the response ratios for the interchange
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order to that for the normal order. These interchange

ratios, shown in column six of the tables, deviate from

unity an average of 0.9% with a maximum deviation of 2%.

The deviations are comfortably small except for the manner

in which the ratios fall above and below unity consistent

with a slight hardening of the spectrum at the ends of the

detector assembly or a small error in the calculated flux

profiles. This conclusion may be seen by following the

movement of the detectors on interchange in Fig. 3-2 and

noting the departure direction for various response ratios

in the tables.

There are sufficient uncertainties in the relative

flux calculaticm, e.g. source strength ratios and exact

specifications of nickel coated source disks, to account

for the one percent or so bias appearing in the inter-

change. In any case, since the effect is small, it is of

concern only for determining absolute spectral indices; for

spectral comparison it should be negligible.

We now proceed to reduce the array of data by

averaging together values having the same assembly order,

and from these form ratios of response ratios between

fission sources. These double ratios, taken with respect

to the U235 source are now ratios of spectral indices (see

section 1.3), and appear underlined in Tables 3-2 and 3.

The less relial~le values in parenthesis have been lightly

weighted in the averaging; some weighting against other
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values with noticeably large deviations from comparable

numbers was also felt to be justified.

The effect of interchange may again be examined. The

average deviation of normal and interchanged values, ex-

cluding CU63, is 0.8% but now includes the propagated

error of eight activation measurements rather than four as

with response ratios. The nearly consistent increase in

the ratio of spectral indices as one goes from normal to

interchange order cannot be correlated with geometry or

spectral biases. Again, the magnitudes are very small.

The final reduction of experimental results appears

in Table 3-4. For each indicated detector ratio a single

“best” response ratio is tabulated for each of the three

fission spectra investigated, and now includes a small

reactor background correction from Table 3-5. Ratios of

spectral indices taken with respect to U235 appear under-

lined and are the fundamental data for the interpretation

of spectral differences. The uncertainties assigned to the

response ratios are primarily from consideration of the

spread of comparable values in Tables 3-2 and 3 and the

consistency criteria discussed above. All of the random

errors inherent in source-detector assembly, irradiation

procedure (activities nearly saturated are directly com-

pared here to unsaturated activities which accurately inte-

grate the irradiation profile), and counting are indicated
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Table 3-4: Final Response Ratios and Ratios of
Spectral indices

DETECTORS

%!%%
X/U235:

w’
X/U235 :

%?%’
X/U235:

%&-m’
X/U235:

w’
X/U235 :

P(n,p)
Cu63(n,2n):

X/U235:

FISSION SPECTRA—

Pu239 U235 U233

2.000M.013 2.060i_0.013 2.047H.013

0.971N.006 0.994ffl.006

O’.543M.004 0.571M.005 00554M.004

0.95MOOO09 0.970M.009

0.33030.0025 0.353M.0025 0.342i53.0025

0.934M.007 0.966fl.007

:L6.55&16 18.42%.12 17.63N.15
.

0.899W.009 0.957M.009

103.4M.7 119.2N.7 113.O–W.8

0.868N.009 0.948N.009

26.8Ml.6 35.2-.7 32.8ti.6

0.762ti.016 0.931M.014
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by the spread of the data in Tables 3-2 and 3.

Systematic uncertainties due to competing activities

or involved in the geometry correction are more difficult

to assess. From preliminary work, competing activities

are believed to contribute a negligible uncertainty to all

detectors excep-t Cu63(n,2n) where they may be controlling.

The relative detector fluxes given in Fig. 3-2 are judged

to be no worse than t 0.006 for comparison measurements,

i.e. ratios of spectral indices.

The numbers in Table 3-4 are directly indicative of

fission neutron spectrum differences. Remembering that

all detector ratios are formed lower to higher energy res-

ponse, it is qualitatively clear that the fission of Pu-239

yields a more energetic distribution of neutrons than U-235,

that there is a divergence with increasing energy, and that

the U-233 distribution falls in between and somewhat closer

to U-235. An immediate quantitative result from the

Cu63(n,2n) detector is interesting: above about 12 mev

the Pu239 fission spectrum yields nearly 40% more neutrons

than U235. Detailed interpretations of the results will

appear in the next chapter.

3.4 Background Measurements

Two sources of background may be distinguished: non-

thermalized neutrons from the source reactor Hydro; and
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neutrons from the fission disks which return to the detec-

tors after undergoing one or more collisions in any

surrounding material, i.e. the cadmium enclosure, glass

wall of cavity,or heavy water. The latter background,

which has been computed, is not directly assessable experi-

mentally, but the first one is.

If the cadmium and fission source disks be inter-

changed without disturbing the rest of the source-detector

assembly, see Fig. 2-3, the detectors will see neutrons

from Hydro through the same intervening materials. Under

these conditions direct counting of fission disks indicates

a source strength reduction of about 130 so that a 1 to 2%

residual detector activation due to fission neutrons may be

expected. Replacing the fission disks with equivalent

tungsten disks (tungsten has similar inelastic scattering

behavior - 61Th) is an alternative which samples the

reactor background alone but with reduced absorption.

A small number of irradiations were carried out with

the fission sources inside the cadmium enclosure and with

the source disks replaced by tungsten. The results, shown

in Table 3-5 suggest a true source-reactor background with

some fission-source activation superimposed. The uncer-

tainty in the numbers varies greatly and the best are pro-

bably no better than * 20%. Neptunium with its high

natural background is particularly difficult, perhaps

accounting for the too-high tungsten disk background.
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Geometry corrections have not been included in these

results. The 7’” diameter cavity shows a significant in-

crease in the background, presumably due to more poorly-

thermalized neutrons reaching the source disk~ee Fig.

2-2. The estimates of applicable reactor backgrounds for

each detector, listed in the last column of the table,

have been used to correct the final response ratios of

Table 3-4.

The results seem to justify the assumption of equiva-

lent reactor backgrounds for all fission sources. For

high-energy detectors it is difficult to see any way in

which the reactor background, which never exceeds 3%, could

perceptibly perturb the response ratios when the source

disks are changed.

In the last chapter it was shown through machine cal-

culatiori~ that high-energy detectors are negligibly affec-

ted by figsion neutrons which are scattered back from the

D20—see Table 2-3. Experimental confirmation of this

result, though indirect, can be obtained by examining a

short series of measurements using a 7.25” cavity, carried

out before the 4“ diameter cavity was found to be more

satisfactory. Response ratios for the larger cavity,

listed in Table 3-6, show essentially no departure from the

primary data with the 4“ cavity in view of the estimated

uncertainties, large because of significant but poorly
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Table 3-6: Response Ratios For 7“ Diameter Cavity

De~arture
Detector Fission Response From Primary
Rat ios Source Ratios Data (4” Cavity)

Np(n, f)
U238(n,f):

PU239 2 .06+4% + 3$

U235 2 ● 14*3% + 4$ I

w’ Pu239 0.5!58~4% + 1$

U235 0.586t3% + 1%

Pu239 0.356t5%

U235 0.375*47J

P(n,p)
Fe56(n,p) : Pu239 17. 3*6%

U235 19 .3*5%

P(n,p) .
~“ Pu239 110 *4%

U235 129*4%

P(n,p)
Cu63(n,2n) :

PU239 28. 3*4%

U235 38*7$
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known reactor background. A harder spectrum with the

larger cavity would result if neutron return were appre-

ciable. There is no such indication.

One final check of the purity of the fission spectra

consisted of a single Pu239 irradiation in which the entire

source-detector assembly was enclosed in a brass can nearly

doubling the amount of scattering material in the source-

detector assembly. The results in the table below,

Table 3-7: Response Ratios with Brass Scatterer

Detector Ratios: P/Al(n,p) P/Fe P/Al(n,a) P/Cu(n,2n)

Response Ratios: 0.357 18.1 112 28

Departure From
Primary Data: 0$ + 2% + 1% - 2%

show no discernible perturbation due to the additional

material for the high energy detectors.

3.5 Comparison, With Fast, Metal, Critical-Assemblies

The neutron spectrum above about 2 Mev, at the center

of unreflected metal critical assemblies of U235, U233,

and Pu239 are very nearly fission spectra (60Gr) . These

spherical assemblie~odiva (U235), Jezebel-23 (U233),

and Jezebel-49 (Pu239) —are described in references (56Pe)

and (60Ja) . Since the average neutron energy in these

assemblies is about 1.5 Mev, comparing response ratios
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with the corresponding ratios for thermal-neutron-induced

fission spectra might indicate a spectral shift due to

incident neutron energy.

Detector response ratios at the center of these un-

reflected assemblies have been measured, though not with

the precision of the fission spectra work. In balance

however there are no problems of

in such assemblies. Restricting

high-energy detectors which have

geometry or background

consideration to the

energy sensitivities

greater than 2 Mev, Table 3-8 shows the ratios of spectral

indices between the fast critical assemblies and the

corresponding thermal-neutron-induced fission neutron

spectra. With a single exception

below unity indicating a slightly

spectrum in the metal assemblies.

all the results fall

harder fission neutron

In the next chapter

this comparison will be related quantitatively to shifts

in fission spectrum average energy.

We may inquire as to how seriously we should take this

apparent spectral hardening. At the moment the uncertain-

ties attached to each value are of the order of one half

the departure of each number from unity. More important

is the question of whether or not assembly spectra above

2 Mev are virgin fission neutrons to a precision of a few

percent. It seems clear that, though the high energy

portion of the assembly spectra

tion, inelastic scattering, and
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Table 3-8: Ratio oi Spectral Indices Between Thermal-
Neutron-Induced Fission Spectra and Corres-
ponding Fast, Critical Assembly Spectra

Godiva Jez-23 J;ez;9
Detectors w

P(n,p)
‘~

P(n, p)
le56 (n,P)

%%%

0.980 0.957 0.927

0.985 0.972 0.915

0.958

Rii%%-m1“040

O .978
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0.943 0.875

0.961 0.973



leakage, the influence, if any, should be a softening of

the spectrum. The observed hardening of the assembly

spectra, then, may be safely taken as the lower limit of a

fission spectrum shift, presumably associated with the

increased energy of the incident neutrons producing fission.
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CHAPTER 4

INTERPRETATION OF COMPARISON MEASUREMENTS

4.1 The Maxwellian Density Function

We have seen that the fission-neutron flux spectra of

U235, U233, and Pu239 differ significantly; yet, they

appear sufficiently similar to warrant trying a one param-

eter description of the changes. A single-parameter

spectral function facilitates simple but comprehensive

treatment of experimental results, and, conveniently, the

parameter may always be taken as the average energy of the

distribution.

From the best available measurements, plotted in Fig.

I-1 of the Introduction, it is clear that the simple one

parameter Maxwellian density functioxq

1/2N(E) = -~ E exp(-E/T); z=?, 4-1
TT

adequately fits the existing fission-neutron flux data.

The spectral parameter T is an average nuclear temperature

of the fission fragments, defined essentially by the
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expression itself. In terms of the Maxwellian function,

then, we will associate the measured ratios of spectral

indices with differences in average energy of the three

fission spectra under investigation; at the same time

the adequacy of the function to describe the changes will

be judged. Later on, this treatment will conveniently

parallel the theoretical approach of J. Terrell (59Te).

It is notable that the Maxwellian density function

which describes the fiss~on spectrum through more than

four orders of magnitude has to date no direct theoretical

justification. It may be remarked that such a spectral

distribution would be expected if the following two assump-

tions were fulfilled: (1) only a few neutrons with no

degeneracy share in the energy of the excited nucleus prior

to fission, and (2) all of these neutrons escape at the

moment of scission. For the latter it can be mentioned

that there is no direct evidence that fission neutrons are

emitted from moving fragments as is usually assumed; the

correlation between fragment direction and neutron emission

observed by Fraser and others (52Fr, 61B02)does not pre-

clude assumption 2.

4.2 Computed Spectral Indices and Variation
with Average Energy

Assuming the Maxwellian description, each spectral
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index may be computed from the expression,

(see Eq. 1-4), and is considered a function

!-2

of the average

energy of the spectrum through the relationship ~ = 3T12.

Using the excitation functions of Fig. 1-1 and a best

value ~ = 1.93!5 Me ~ for the average fission neutron energy

of U235, suggested by Terrell (59Te), average detector

cross sections ~f have been computed and are listed in

Table 4-1 below:

Table 4-1: Computed Average U235 Fission Spectrum
Cross Sections

Detector Np237(n, f) U238(n, f) P(n, p) Al(n, p)

~f (rob): 1370 300 37.0 3.98

Detector Fe56(n,p) Al(n,a) Cu63(n,2n)

Tf (rob): 0.950 0.625 0.128

For spectral comparison the variation of each spectral

index with X is required. The dependence of @f on average

energy has been computed in the vicinity Of z ==2hfev,and in

Fig. 4-1 the v;~riation is shown normalized to its value at

~ = 1.935Mev from Table 4-1. Since the variation is

closely logarithmic over this small energy region, it is

meaningful to specify a sensitivity factor, presented in
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Fig. 4-1: Variation of average fission spectrum cross sections with average fission spectrum energy on
the basis of the Maxwellian density function. The spectral sensitivity factor is the percent change In
cross section for one kev change in average energy.
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the figure as percent change in cross section for a 1 kev

change in average fission spectrum energy. The spectral

sensitivity for a cross section ratio or spectral index

A/B is given b;y the ratio (l+cA)/(l+cB), where CA is the

spectral sensitivity for detector A as given in the figure

converted to decimal form. A ratio of spectral indices

(taken with respect to the U235 fission spectrum) is given

by an ordinate ratio between the detectors involved, and

the corresponding abscissa is the average energy of the

spectrum being compared with U235. For example, in

Table 3-4 the :ratio of the P(n,p)/Al(n,a) spectral index

between Pu239 and U235 is listed as 0.868; on the plot

this ordinate ratio between P(n,p) and Al(n,a) curves

occurs at E = 2.015Mev. These two detectors therefore

predict that the average fission spectrum energy of Pu239

is 2.015Mev, or more precisely that the average fission

spectrum energy of Pu239 is 4.1% higher than U235. The

logarithmic ordinate makes it easy to locate a ratio of

spectral indices with a ruler or calipers. This is useful

when, as here, 21 independent indices will be involved.

The detectors are seen to be exceedingly sensitive

to the single spectral parameter. An indication of how

uncertainties in excitation function reduce this single-

parameter detector sensitivity is suggested by the dotted

lines in Fig. 4-1 which correspond to the following changes:

(1) reduction of energy scale for the Cu63(n,2n) excitation
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function (Fig. l-l) by 0.4Mev; and (2) 40% reduction of

Al(n,a) cross section above 8.2Mev, its mean response

energy. The effect upon a spectral comparison of these

rather gross changes is seen to be quite small.

4.3 Graphical Display of Fission Spectrum
Average Energy Shift

To display the spectral changes predicted by the

the

experimental data graphically we take Np237(n,f) as a pre-

ferred detector; it has the lowest mean response energy—

1.8 Mev—and least spectral sensitivity. Maintaining the

convention of forming all detector ratios lower to higher

energy sensitivity, a set of ratios of spectral indices

based upon Np may be formed directly from Table 3-4 by

combining pairs of values. New uncertainties will be more

like the average uncertainty of a pair rather than the rms

propagation as with independent numbers. Table 4-2 pre-

sents the resulting spectral comparison on this new basis.

The variation of each spectral index Np(n,f)/B with

average energy ~ may be obtained from Fig. 4-1 by taking

ordinate ratios for each detector with respect to the Np

curve. The resultant curves, displayed in Fig. 4-2, repre-

sent the variation of each Np(n~f)/B spectral index around

the average energy 2Mev as governed by the Maxwellian

density function (Eq. 4-l); they form a group of functions
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for U235.
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upon which experimental ratios of spectral indices of

Table 4-2 may be plotted.

Table 4-2: Ratio of Np(n,f)/B Spectral Indices

Pu239
Detectors U235

Np(n, f)
U238(n,f) : 0.971 f 0.006

Np(n,f) .
P(n,p) “ 0.951 * 0.009

Np(n,f) .
Al(n,p) “ 00888 k 00008

w’
0.855 ~ 00009

m’
0.825 f 0.009

Np(n,f) .
CU63 (n,2n) “ 0.725 ~ 0.016

U233
Tzxr!r

00994 A 0.006

0.970 t 0.009

0.937 A 0.008

0.928 f 0.009

0.920 ~ 0.009

0.903 * 00014

Abscissa values below each point represent the average

fission spectrum energy predicted by the index involved,

and a vertical array of points for a given spectrum con-

firms the adequacy of the spectral function and the

correctness of the excitation functions.

Examining first the Pu239:U235 data in the figure we

see that all measured indices are consistent with an

average energy of 2.013Mev; within experimental error

(iaea intersection of error flag with curve, translated to
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the energy abscissa) they fall in a vertical array. Note

the large variation in precision with which the various

indices predict the average energy; insofar as the chosen

spectral function is correct,high precision is associated

with a wide separation in average response energy. Since,

however, the Mamwellian function is considered only an

approximation, there must be increased emphasis on detec-

tors that sample more of the spectrum when investigating

changes in average energy.

Examinaticm of the U233:U235 results in the figure

reveals relatively poor agreement between the six indices,

and we find no single ~ that includes all of them. Looking

forward to theoretical considerations, the value 1.970 Mev

is chosen as the best average energy for U233 fission neu-

trons. Two indices predict significantly lower average

energies: the first, Np/U238, has the poorest spectral

sensitivity, and the other, Np/Cu63, involves less than %%

of the spectrum. A pattern in the U233 results suggests

that the spectral function is not quite right: the four

highest detectors monotonically predict lower average

energies. We conclude that, relative to U235, the fission

spectrum of U2:33 has fewer neutrons as one goes to higher

energies than the spectral function with TU233 - (1.964/

1.935) TU235 predicts.

The uncer-tainties in Fig. 4-2 indicate a sensitivity

of l/tior less to changes in average energy. This remains
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less than 1% after considering the effect of excitation

function errors on the computed curves as discussed in

section 4.2. Final assignment of uncertainties will await

consideration of all detector combinations, to be taken up

in the next section.

4.4 Average Energy Shift Based On All Independent
Detector Combinatio~s

To put all detectors on an equal basis it is necessary

to consider the 21 independent spectral indices that may

be formed from the seven detectors used. Using Table 3-4

the corresponding ratios of spectral indices have been

formed, and appear in Table 4-3. The convention for

forming ratios, lower to higher energy sensitivity, is

maintained; and relevant values with uncertainties in

percent appear at the intersection of horizontal and verti-

cal lines from the detector labels. The mean response

energy and response range are shown underneath each detec-

tor label.

In Table 4-4 the entries in the matrix array are

predicted average fission neutron energy shifts in Mev from

~(U235) = 1.935 Mev. These were obtained from Figure 4-1

in the manner described in section 4.2; the uncertainties,

shown for Pu239 but applicable to U233 as well, were

obtained directly from the uncertainties in Table 4-3
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Table 4-3: Ratios of All Independent Spectral Indices Comparing Pu239 and U233 Fiesion
Spectra to US35

tlactorls(a)
U233

0.994

0.971

Y\

U238(n,f)

Ml .6% z v +2.9. -1.1

0.970

0.976

0.855 0 .S81

T

0.899 0.964

*1.0 -.9 +1.0 3S3.8$

0.825 0.850 0.867 0.929

*1.1 io.9 *1.1 a .9

0.725 0.747 0.762 0.817

e .2 B .0 i2.1 532.0

0.937 0.928 0.920

0.943 0.934 0.926

— .——.

0.967 0.957 0.9490.951 0.960

M.9 W .8%

O .SS8 0.915 0.933

M.9 &l .7 ti.9%

——

0.963

MI.9%

\\

Cu63(n,2n
0.847 0.879

*1.9 *1.8% 13.6 ~;:4

0.903

0.908

0.931

P0239

0.963

0.973

0.982

‘a)Mean detector reeponeo energy and reeponse range included under each detector label.
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Table 4-4: Fission Spectrum Average Energy Shift (mev) Predicted
By Each Independent Detector Combination

Detectors(a) UZ33

0.078 0.077

w .005

0.074 0.071

4s2.003

0 .07s 0.076

M .003

0.071 0.071

I
I

0.036 / 0.037

0.063 0.050

%7W 0.042

0.094

———

0.074

—.. _

o .0s2

0.074

.—

0.059

..— —

0.077

0.069

—P

——-—

0.034

0 .04s

0.030

0.015

0.032

0.035

0.028

0.019

0.025

0.023

0.023

0.019

0.013

0
v

0.116

\\

oCu63(n,2n) ‘.O
0.073 0 .06S

“o>
2 13.6 ‘;:;

39

‘a)Mean detector response energy and response range included under each detector label,..

0.012

0.010

0
“%$6

o
“o+>

o
“O*

.P

o
“Oao

o

“o%

o
“o
%

~~)Average of values along indicated diagonal.

‘c)Average of tbe six values involving the detector adjacently labeled.
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transformed to average energy through the spectral sensitiv-

ity factors. For example, the ratio of spectral indices

U238(n,f)/Al(n,a) between Pu239 and U235 is 0.850 i-0.9%,

and the average energy shift predicted from Fig. 4-1 is

0.076 ~ 0.004 Mev.

Values along a principal diagonal represent detector

combinations with adjacent energy response, the combinations

least sensitive to the spectral parameter. With some over-

lap, further-removed parallel diagonals represent detector

combinations whose energy responses are more separated and

consequently more sensitive to both the spectral parameter

and the adequacy of the spectral function. Averages of

values along the six diagonals for each spectrum are listed

along the margins of the table.

Ratios of spectral indices involving the same detector

compare one energy region to each of the others. Corres-

ponding energy shifts appear in the row and column which

intersect at the detector label. A monotonic change of

values along such a path is evidence of a failure of the

spectral function. For each detector, the average of the

six values involving that detector appears in the triangles

on either side of the detector label.

Looking first at Pu239, no monotonic pattern appears

in going to higher energy detectors, i.e. down a column,

and right to left across a row. Diagonal averages, along

the left margin, are very close with no apparent pattern.
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The single-detector averages, which have been weighted

against the divergent values involving the insensitive

adjacent detectors, show a maximum departure of - 0.007Mev,

well within the uncertainties involved. The consistency

of these single-detector averages indicates that the

detector excitation functions involved are correct. Ignor-

ing the most insensitive indices along the principal

diagonal the m?ximum spread of predicted energy shifts is

0.013 Mev or about 0.7% of the 2 Mev average fission

spectrum energy.

Turning to the

general consistency

U233 results it is apparent that the

is not as good. The diagonal averages

are acceptable (maximum spread - 0.010 Mev), but the pre-

dicted energy shifts involving a single detector become

lower as one moves to higher energy regions. For Cu63(n,2n)

and Al(n,a) the pattern is quite clear, confirming and

emphasizing the graphical indication in Figure 4-2. The

single-detector averages (in the triangles) also decrease

uniformly as one goes to higher energies. These inconsis-

tencies are reflected, of course, in the nearly 0.04Mev

spread in the results, three times larger than with Pu239.

In view of the excellent consistency of the Pu239 results,

which tends to confirm the excitation functions, it seems

reasonable to conclude that the Maxwellian description
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is not quite aclequate for describing the difference between

U235 and U233 fission neutron spectra. The two fission

spectrum tails at higher energies tend to become more

nearly parallel. than the slow divergence described by

e~p(-E/Tu2~3) ‘U233= exp(+E T - ‘U235 ~ *
)

= exp(+0.006E);
exp (‘E’TU235 U235TU235

For Pu239 the clivergencewith energy, exp(O.019E), is

apparently maintained.

4.5 Final Specification of Spectral Shifts and
C0mp2Lris0n with Other Measurements

The final numbers for the fission spectrum comparison

arise out of averages from Table 4-4 which were weighted

in favor of intermediate-energy detectors:

fi(Pu239) = 1.039 * 0.003; ii(U233)

E(U235)
= 1.016 A 0.003.

~(U235)

These ratios also apply to T the spectral parameter.

Assuming ~(U235) = 1.935 Mev:

A~(Pu239) = 0.075 + 0.006 Mev

A%(U233) = 0.030 * 0.008 Mev.

Uncertainties are judged from the spread of values in
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Table 4-4 as discussed in the last section. The uncer-

tainty attached to the U233 comparison does not include

the apparent failure of the simple spectral function but

is taken to be the uncertainty in the true change in aver-

age energy, as the results for higher energy detector that

sample few neutrons are averaged with reduced weighting.

The Pu239 comparison is in excellent agreement with

the value AE(Pu239:U235) = 0.074 Mev from preliminary work

reported in 1956 (56Gr). Two other direct comparison

measurements appear in the literature. The first activa-

tion measurements by Kovalev et al.are very briefly re-

ported (57Ko). Using Np, U238,and Th232 fission detectors

along with P(n,p), Al(n,p),and Pr141(n,2n) high energy

detectors, one finds, with his results and Figure 4-1,

0.07 t 0.01 and 0.05 + 0.01 Mev as the average energy

shifts of Pu239 and U233 spectra relative to U235. The

energy sensitivity of Pr141(n,2n) is assumed equivalent to

Cu63(n,2n) .

T. W. Bonner using a Li61(Eu) scintillation detector

surrounded by polyethylene spheres of various diameters

(5-30 cm) measured the neutron energy shift in U235, U233,

Pu239, and Cf252 fission (61B01). The method is not very

sensitive to spectral changes above three or four Mev, and

detector response for all spheres show appreciable sensi-

tivity down to thermal energies. The sensitivity of res-

ponse to average energy change varies from 3 to 8%/kev
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depending upon the diameter of the spheres being com-

pared. Spectral shifts of 0.074 * 0.006 and 0.035 *

0.006 Mev are quoted for Pu239 and U233 fission neutrons

relative to U235. The uncertainties given, however,

encompass only about one third of the experimental

results.

The three measurements agree very well for Pu239:

U235; but, by comparison, the U233:U235 results are

poor. Better agreement between 130nner and the present

work is obtained by considering lower energy detectors,

say Al(n,p) and below. Then, from Table 4-4, the

average spectral shift appears to be 0.034 ~ O .01 for

U233:U235. Again it seems that the high-energy tails

of the U233:U235 fission spectra do not continue to

diverge as do the Pu239:U235 spectra.

Though the average energy changes observed for

the Pu239 and U233 fission spectra appear relatively

small, according to the Maxwellian spectral function,

they represent significantly greater numbers of neu-

trons at higher energies. Flux spectrum changes in

going from U235 to Pu239 are shown in Table 4-5, for

six energy groups which correspond roughly to the

various detector response regions (see section 5.4) .

Clearly there exists a considerable perturbation in

the spectral shape.
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Table 4-5: Six-Group Display of Spectral Comparison

Energy Groups U231~Fission Pu239/U235

No. Range N(E)-E’Cexp(-E/l.29) N(E)-El’’exp(-E/l.34)—

1 0.0-0.60 0.1819 0.955

2 0.50-1.4 0.2797 0.971

3 1.4-3.0 0.3392 1.001

q 3.0-6.0 0.1737 1.066

5 6.0-11.0 0.0248 1.163

6 11.0-=’ O .00069 1.351

4.6 Fission Spectrum Changes In the Fast,
Critical Assemblies

The resulting neutron-flux spectrum may be expected

to depend upon the energy of the neutron that initiates

fission, as well as the nature of the nuclide that under-

goes the reaction. Measurements that suggest such an

effect, comparisons of spectra at the center of metal,

critical assemblies with corresponding thermal-neutron-

induced spectra, were discussed and critically evaluated

in section 3.50 Ratios of spectral indices were presented

in Table 3-8. With the aid of Fig. 4-1 spectral shifts

predicted by each of the five detector combinations may

be ascertained as in previous sections. Table 4-6 lists
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the percent change in average energy as one goes from the

thermal-neutron-induced fission spectrum to the corres-

ponding critical assembly fission spectrum component. With

but one exception all the detectors show the

tra of the cril:ical assemblies in the energy

greater than 2 Mev to be more energetic than

central spec-

region

the corres-

ponding thermalL-neutron spectra. A notable trend is the

larger spectral, shift as one moves to more energetic

fission spectra.

Table 4-6: Average Energy Ratio Between the Spectra of
Fast Critical Assemblies and Corresponding
Thermal-Fission Spectra

Detectors —

P(n,p) .
Al(n,p) “

%%!%’

%%%+

p(n,p) .
CU63 (n,2n) “

Al(n,p) .
Al(n,a) “

Weighted Av:

As mentioned

Godiva
U235

Jez-23
U233

Jez-49
Pu239

1.013

1.005

1.012

0.994

1.011

1.009

in section

1.029

1.010

1.025

1.008

1.020

1.020

1.053

1.033

1.031

1.018

1.014

1.025

3.5, the influence on assembly

spectrum of leakage, scattering,and absorption by the
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fissile material is expected, if anything, to degrade the

spectrum. For this reason the final values of Table 4-6

are proposed as lower limits for the corresponding spectral

shift due to incident neutron energy. Experimental uncer-

tainties were estimated crudely in section 3.5 and trans-

late here to one half the departure of each spectra from

the one to which it is compared.

4.7 Theoretical Considerations and
Experimental Correlation

The following discussion of fission energetic, for

the most part, follows in outline the detailed treatment

by Terrell (59Te, 57Te), and leads to a relation between

average fission neutron energy and ~ the average numbers

of neutrons emitted per fission. Prompt neutrons from

fission are customarily assumed to be evaporated from

highly excited fission fragments moving at their maximum

-20
velocity (10 to 10-14 sec after fission) . In general,

the average energy in the laboratory system of an emitted

neutron Z is simply

4-3

the sum of the average fragment kinetic energy per nucleon

and the average center-of-mass energy ~cm of the neutron.

A number of measurements have established that %f = 0.78
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Mev remains nearly constant over a wide range of Z and A

for fissioning nuclides, implying that fragment kinetic

energy is primarily due to Coulomb repulsion.

To determine the center-of-mass energy distribution

W(%cm) of neutrons emitted by the fragment, Weisskopf’s

statistical model of the nucleus is employed (37We) . The

Maxwellian “evaporation” spectrum which arises,

-~cm/T
v(-Ecm)= Const X%cm e 9

involves a nuclear temperature given by an equation of

state,

Ee = a T2,

4-4

4-5

where Ee is the excitation energy of the nucleus and the

constant “a” the nuclear level density. The latter is

an approximation based on considerations of the excited

nucleus as a degenerate Fermi gas. The average energy

of an evaporation spectrum is just

~cm = 2T;

so we may write equation 4-3 as

i= 0.78 + 2~, 4-6

where T is the average fragment temperature. This temper-

ature is not the same as that appearing in Eq. 4-1, though
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as both are linearly related to the average neutron energy

in the laboratory system, it is valid to use them inter-

changeably to describe fractional changes in average

energy.

The distribution of fragment temperatures may be esti-

mated indirectly through Eq. 4-5 if the distribution of

fragment excitation be ascertained. The latter has been

deduced from the number distribution of prompt neutrons

per fission (V - ~) an experimentally accessible quantity

(57Te) . Each neutron emitted is assumed to reduce the

excitation energy by E. g 6.7 Mev, consisting of its

binding energy (- 5 Mev) plus an average evaporation energy

of 2T. The observed Gaussian distribution of prompt neu-

tron numbers transforms then into a Gaussian distribution

of the initial fragment excitation energies with average

energy (~ + l)Eo/2 and rms deviation Eo/2. Using the

equation of state to transform residual excitation energies

after neutron emission into temperature, Terrell derives

an expression for average fragment temperature as a func-

tion of ~:

T= const x llo(~+ 1)1’2. 4-7

On this basis the average fission neutron energy is given

by Eqs. 4-6 and 4-7 as

E= 1/20.78 + 0.62 (~+ 1) , 4-8
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where the constant has been chosen to make ~ = 1.935 Mev

for the U235 fission spectrum value of ~ = 2.41.

This slowly varying relation between average fission

neutron energy and average number of prompt neutrons per

fission is shown in Figure 4-3 along with experimental

determinations from section 4.5. Using ~ values from Diven

(62Di), the agreement appears reasonably good. The square

root dependence on (~ + 1) is reasonably well established

if one accepts three experimentally verified quantities:

average fission neutron energy for U235, average number of

neutrons per fission for U235, and average fragment kinetic

energy independent of Z and A. For comparison, a linear

relation with (V + 1), under these assumptions, is shown

by the dotted line in Figure 4-3. The established vari-

ation as the square root in turn verifies the T2 dependence

in the equation of state (Eq. 4-5) . Available results from

the spontaneous fission of Cf252 are seen to be in con-

siderable disagreement.

According to the data of Wahl (54Wa) and others the

average fragment kinetic energy is little affected by

incident neutron energy, indicating that such energy must

appear as fragment excitation. In terms of the simplified

theory employed here an increase in incident neutron energy

will produce an increase in ~:

dV w

q=
l/E. = 0.15, 4-9
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where En is the incident neutron energy

excitation change per emitted neutron.

Eq. 4-8 the result

1/2
q

= 0.047/(7 + 1)

and E. the average

Together with

4-1o

is obtained for the fission spectrum shift due to incident

neutron energy. The average energy of neutrons producing

fission in the fast, critical assemblies discussed in

sections 3.5 and 4.7 is around 1.5 Mev, implying by Eq.

4-10 about a 4% increase in average energy of the re-

sulting fission neutrons. This

shown in Table 4-4. Whether or

limits of 2-3% for the spectral

exceeds the observed shifts

not the observed lower

shifts could be reduced

this much by energy-dependent leakage and interaction with

the fissile materials of the assemblies cannot be resolved

at this time.
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CHAPTER 5

SUPPLEMENTARY STUDIES--DETECTOR CALIBRATION AND
SHAPE OF U235 FISSION SPECTRUM

The detailed spectral comparisons presented in the

last two chapters will be extended here to a study of the

fission spectrum shape itself, though with a considerable

loss in precision. Monoenergetic irradiations at the

Los Alamos Van de Graaff provide a basis for specifying

spectral indices, at the same time confirming—and im-

proving~ .x~.stingknowledge of detector excitation func-

tions. Special measurements described make it possible

to extract the fission spectrum response for the U235(n, f)

detector. With a complete set of calibrated detector res-

ponses established, the adequacy of familiar spectral

functions to describe the fission spectrum will be inves-

tigated. A secondary goal of this dissertation will also

be fulfilled, the comprehensive explication of the acti-

vation detector set as an instrument for measuring distrib-

uted neutron spectra.
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5.1 Van de Graaff Calibration

Fourteen irradiations at the large Los Alamos Van de

Graaff are the basis of the calibration and verification

of detector excitation vs.energy. The fundamental exci-

tation functions, shown in Fig. 1-1, have been “sampled”

by simultaneous irradiation of all detectors at thirteen

separate neutron energies.

A schematic diagram of the arrangement appears in

Fig. 5-1 showing the detectors positioned close to the

target where energy spreads are large enough to average

out the fine structure of the excitation functions. The

fission counter shown in the schematic

a relative flux monitor. The same set

the fission spectrum measurements were

proved helpful as

of foils used for

irradiated for

twenty minutes, and subsequently counted and analyzed in

the usual manner. Relative activation of the two phos-

phorous foils at the ends of the foil pack agreed with

calculated flux gradients to better than 3%.

Response ratios, formed with respect to U238(n,f),

were first multiplied by the cross section of U238(n, f)

chosen as the reference cross section. The result for

neutron energy E, according to section 1.3, is propor-

tional to the cross section of detector A,

‘E
1u238( n,f)%

‘UU238(E) - ‘A(E).
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The relative cross section sets thus obtained were normal-

ized to a cros:~section value giving the best fit to

Fig. 1-1. Table 5-1 lists the results, giving for each

irradiation the center-of-target and zero degree neutron

energy, estimated energy spread at the detectors, cross

section normalized to the value underlined, and estimated

experimental error which assesses conditions of irradiation

and counting relative to the same factors in the fission

spectrum measurements.

The last line of the table presents derived calibra-

tion ratios which directly convert Np(n,f)/B response

ratios to spectral indices. Ratios of pairs of values in

the Np(n,f)/B set are calibration ratios for other detector

combinations. The uncertainties assigned are applicable

to spectral analysis only, i.e. they do not include errors

in the underlined normalization cross sections. Such

estimates require highly subjective judgments on a great

variety of published material and have no relevance for

spectral determinations based on calibration with neutrons

of known energy distribution, e.g.,monoenergetic or fission

spectrum. If a different normalization is convenient com-

puted spectral. indices need only be adjusted accordingly.

Factors considered in assigning uncertainties to the

calibration ratios were: (1) experimental errors assigned

to the individual cross section determinations; (2) reli-

ability, consi,stency,and scope of excitation function
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measurements in the literature; and (3) agreement of latest

Van de Graaff work with existing measurements including

the obscurity introduced by energy spreads and extent of

tailoring needed to fit our results.

Except for the problem of energy-sensitive efficiency

factors, the calibration depends only upon knowing the

energy distribution of neutrons incident on the detectors.

Two factors, ionization loss in the target gas and angular

spread of detectors, lead to an asymmetric energy distri-

bution about the zero degree neutron energy at the center

of the target. These distributions at the detector which

encompass about 1 Mev of energy do not directly affect the

investigation of much broader neutron spectra such as from

fission. They do, however, make it difficult to verify or

choose among the measurements of others in determining a

best excitation function. A qualitatively correct incident

neutron distribution for 6 Mev d-d neutrons appears in

Fig. 5-2. The mean neutron energy is seen to be some 350

kev below the nominal 6 Mev produced at the center of the

target. Table 5-1 lists the nominal center-of-target,

forward-direction energy, and maximum energy spreads. The

fitting of data does take into account, qualitatively, the

effect of these energy distributions.

For the fission detectors the consistency of the

results is excellent. lMean departures from Fig. 1-1 of

2.0 and 1.2% for U235 and Np,respectively, lend considerable
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confidence to the calibration ratios obtained. The fission

cross sections of Fig. 1-1 are based entirely on the refer-

ence given and have not been tailored to these calibra-

tions. Unfortunately, the present measurements do not go

low enough in energy to encompass more than half the

the response region, except for Np, where the cross

sections below 2 Mev have been carefully measured.

The rest of the detectors yield mean departures of

the order of 5% from Fig. 1-1, and some tailoring of the

excitation functions — generally not very well known — to

these measurements was considered desirable. For the P(n,p)

detector in particular, where structure is severe and gross

discrepancies appear in the literature, these results were

emphasized.

A special problem, alluded to in Chapter 1, is

associated with the complex decay of the fission detectors.

It is well known that the fission mode and consequently

the fission product distribution varies with energy of

the incident neutrons; and though the counting system

randomly samples a large number of decay chains, it is

necessary to investigate the constancy of the detector effi-

ciency factor with neutron energy. The U238 fission frag-

ment ionization chamber which monitored the relative flux

on most irradiations made this possible. A value of

“response relative to chamber” listed in Table 5-1 is based

on the ratio of U238(n, f) reference detector response to
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that of the U238 fission chamber monitor. In this case the

result is independent of the U238(n, f) cross section. Up

to 10 Mev the U238 efficiency factor is apparently con-

stant; the departures at 3.15, 3.4,and 8.1 Mev are assumed

to be experimental— they were taken together months earlier

using a U235 fission counter with a 1“ diameter deposit.

At 17 hfev some warping of the efficiency factor is indi-

cated, though difficulties with the fission counter during

the 17 Mev run increase the uncertainty of the resulting

6% shift observed.

In energy regions where detector sensitivities over-

lap,the calibration procedure followed here incorporates

the energy variation of the efficiency factor into the

excitation function without disturbing applications to

analysis of distributed neutron spectra. In such cases,

the U238 monitor is not required. When detector response

regions are widely separated as in the extreme case of

Np(n,f) and Cu63(n,2n) the flux monitor must be relied

upon to relate responses between regions.

5.2 U235(n, f) Detector Response in the U235
Fission Spectrum

The response of a U235 fission detector to its own

fission neutron spectrum is a difficult measurement; signif-

icant background activation by resonance and intermediate
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energy components are always present and exceedingly diffi-

cult to determine. With the cavity fission spectrum devel-

oped for these measurements we depend upon a computation

of the number and spectrum of the small fraction of low

energy neutrons which return to the detectors from the

surrounding D,20. The resulting return background for a

U235(n,f) detector is discussed in section 2.4, and Table

2-3 lists an estimate of 10’%. With a background of this

order and the relative calibrations of the last section,

it would seem possible to ascertain the fundamental fission-

spectrum spectral index, U235(n,f)/U238(n,f) , to perhaps

five percent.

Unfortunately with the primary Hydro cavity-fission-

spectrum arrangement the measurable source-reactor back-

ground for the U235(n, f) detector varied from 40 to 60%

depending upon the fission source and the exact source-

cadmium interchange arrangement (see Fig. 2-3 and section

3.2) . This is too large to correct for satisfactorily, and

an alternative arrangement was employed for separate

measurements which included all of the fission detectors.

Changes in the standard arrangement described in section

2.3 were as follows: (1) increase of the D20 between

cavity and reactor by 3-1/4”, (2) use of cadmium cylinders

of identical thickness for fission and background irra-

diations, and (3) placement of a 0.027” spacer ring between
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the U235 detector disk and the cadmium shield (or fission

source in the case of background assembly order) . With

this system four irradiations of the U235, U238, and Np

fission detectors were necessary: two with U235 and

Pu239 sources exposed, and two with sources enclosed in

the cadmium shield. The additional ?320reduced the U235

reactor background to 1970,and the spacer resulted in a

more consistent background determination. A reduced

source strength ratio compared to that in the standard

cavity position changed the flux profile enough to

warrant a redetermination of the relative geometry factors.

Response ratios and the corrections applied appear

in Table 5-2. The Np/U238 response ratios for the U235

and.Pu239 spectra are in excellent agreement; the expected

2% shift due to spectral differences (see Fig. 4-2) brings

them to within l% of each other. Also, they agree very

well with the equivalent values obtained in the standard

arrangement as recorded in Table 3-4. Uncertainty assign-

ments for the response ratios, hi~her than for equivalent

measurements described in Chapter 3, reflect the fact

that the measurements were not repeated, and the non-

compensating errors applicable to the spectral index deter-

mination to follow.

The agreement of the U235/U238 ratios for the Pu239

and TJ235 fission sources is most welcome. (The expected
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spectral shift in this index is about 3.5% yielding agree-

ment to nearly l%.) A difficulty in extracting the U235

response is the self-shielding by the U235 source disk of

resonance neutrons in the reactor background. This may

not be precisely accounted for in the interchange method

used to obtain the reactor background. Likewise source

disk self-shielding will affect the cavity return back-

ground by an estimated one percent for the U235-source.

The agreement then between Pu and U235 fission source is

evidence

ly taken

The

that these resonance effects are small and correct-

into account.

source-detector inelastic scattering corrections

were estimated from computed spectral perturbations as

given in Table 2-1. Average detector cross sections in a

spectrum perturbed by a 1.3cm dia. iron sphere surrounding

a fission spectrum source differ from values

fission spectrum as follows:

Detector: U235 Np237

Percent Change: 0$ -1.5%

in a pure

U238

-4$

As the spectral perturbation computed is an overestimate of I

the actual situation, a reduced value is applied in Table

5-2.

Fundamental spectral indices for fission detectors

in the fission spectrum may now be specified on the basis

of Table 5-2 and the calibration ratios of Table 5-1. The
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results in Table 5-3 below are accompanied by two uncer-

tainties: the first, applicable to spectral analysis

based on neutrcmic calibration, does not include errors

in absolute crews section, i.e. position of excitation func-

tions in Fig. 11-1;the second, represents an attempt to

assess all errors associated with the values taken as true

average cross section ratios. The review article by Allen

and Henkel (58A1) and the Np measurements of Schmidt (59SC)

were the primary basis for estimating absolute uncertain-

ties.

Table 5-3:

Detectors

U235(n,f)
(n,f)

%%-!3?
U235(n,f)
Np237(n,f)

Fission Detector Spectral Indices for the

U235 Fission Neutron Spectrum

Relative Absolute
Spectral Cross Section Cross Section

Index Uncertainty Uncertainty

4.14 -.23 H.35

4.33 *.22 m.45

O .956 M .057 M.lo
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5.3 Spectral Indices and Comparison With Maxwellian
Fission Spectrum Function

Possessing satisfactory fission detector results, we

may go on to convert a complete set of response ratios

for U235 fission spectrum neutrons, Tables 3-4 and 5-2,

to spectral indices using the calibration ratios of

Table 5-1. Results of the conversion along with associated

uncertainties appear in Table 5-4. It must be emphasized

that the spectral indices as specified depend upon the

normalizing cross sections underlined in Table 5-1,whereas”

spectral information to be derived from them does not.

Larger errors are seen to accompany the response

ratios in Table 5-4 now that the geometry correction enters

directly, including the effect of differences in detector

diameter~see section 2.4. Also a two percent correction

has been applied to response ratios involving high-energy

detectors to account for inelastic scattering in the source-

detector assembly (see section 2.3, Table 2-1, and the last

section) . The uncertainty of this correction is about

equivalent to the magnitude of the correction. The final

estimate of spectral index precision in Table 5-4, an rms

combination of response and calibration ratio uncertainties,

does not assess the absolute error in the normalizing cross

sections of Table 5-1 or equivalently the relative posi-

tioning of the excitation functions of

intervals assigned are not an estimate

Fig. l-l; the error

of how close these
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values come to the true average cross section ratio. The

position of the excitation functions in Fig. 1-1, accepted

for both experimental and computed spectral indices, do

not influence spectral determinations.

The cross sections of Fig. 1-1 do however represent

our best estimate of absolute values based on existing

experimental information, and we would suggest that abso-

lute uncertainties are less than a factor of two larger.

The spectral indices of Table 5-4 with their carefully

considered uncertainties complete the specification of the

eight activation detectors as spectral analyzers. Coupled

with the cavity method for producing pure fission spectrum

neutron-described in Chapter 2— detectors in most any

form, and associated counting systems, may be conveniently

calibrated. Unknown spectra may then be related to the

fission spectrum with a precision superior to what may be

expected from techniques of absolute measurement. Even

monoenergetic calibration, unless sufficiently extensive

and precise to improve the excitation functions, will not

yield better spectral determinations in view of the accuracy

with which the fission spectrum is known.

Average fission spectrum cross sections for individ-

ual detectors may be specified from Table 5-4 on the basis

of the 313mb value for the U238(n,f) average fission spec-

trum cross section measured by Leachman (57Le) . Results

appear in Table 5-5 where again listed uncertainties are
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Table 5-5: Experimental Average Detector Cross Sections

for the Fission Spectrum of U235

Detector

U235(n,f)

Np(n, f)

U238(n, f)

p(n,p)

Al(n,p) ~

Fe56(n,p)

Al(n,a)

Cu63(n,2n)

Cross Section
(rob)

1296

1355

313(2)

40.4

4.43

1.035

0.723

0.1085

(1)Assigned errors, applicable to spectral analysis,

do not include absolute uncertainties associated with

normalizing values of Table 5-1.

(2)Normalizing cross section from “double-chamber” measure-

ment by Leachman (57Le) .
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relative, applicable to spectral index formation and anal-

ysis based on calibration with neutrons of known energy

distribution.

To compare these detector results with two commonly

used functional descriptions of the fission spectrum we

employ again the matrix-like array of section 4.4. Spec-

tral indices computed from both the Maxwellian and Watt

functions,

Maxwellian: N(E) = (0.770) #2 exp(-E/l.29),

Watt: N(E) = (0.453) exp(-E/O.965) sinh ~,

are compared to the observed indices derived from Table 5-5.

The parameter in the Maxwellian function is from a least-

squares fit to differential data of Fig. 1-1 of the

Introduction. The results along with applicable uncertain-

ties appear in Table 5-6, Watt function comparison to the

left and below the label diagonal and Maxwellian to the

right . The convention for forming indices, lower energy

sensitivity detector in the numerator, is maintained.

Ratios of spectral indices appear at the intersection of

the row and column matching relevant labels. The triangles

on either side of a detector label show the computed average

detector cross section for each spectral function using the

corresponding cross section of Fig. l-l; ratios of these

are the computed spectral indices.

Assuming that the excitation functions are correct
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Table 5-6: Observed U235 Fission Spsctrum Compared With Maxwellian and Watt Spectral Functions

\ —U. (rob).comnuted with N(E) --E*AaxD(-E/l.29)., ~.–-. . .--.r–.-. -.—. — ..... .

0.99

B .07 M.04 +0.09 io.08 ~.oe N .08 iO.13

0.96 0.96

&3.05 M .04

0.92 0.93 0.97

M.1O M .09 M .09

0.89 0.89 0.923 0.96

io .07 M .0s M .07

0.86 0.86 0.89 0.926 0.968 0
3s3.08 H .07 M .07 m.11

0.78 0.78 0.81 0.84 0.88 0.91 0
M .07 M .07 M.08 io.11 +0.10 io.11

0.77 0.77 0.80 0.83 0.87 0.90 0.99
0

io .08 io.os iO.08 i3.11 M.11 4s3.11 io.1:

“ Z-ki --_-...-A -.+& “/x.\- -“.. / =/n at<\ -,”t. /o ont.\J= \
1-

‘1)Mean detector response energy and response range included under each detnctor labekee section 1.5.

(2)spectral indices ~re for,ned with the detector of lower energy sensitivity in the numer~tOr.
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within the quoted uncertainties, we may consider each

detector pair as testing the ability of the spectral func-

tion to describe the relative flux in two more or less

distinct energy regions defined by the respective detector

response ranges. With few exceptions the departure of the

observed spectral indices from those computed are within

two error intervals for both spectral functions; yet, a

consistent pattern of deviations is apparent.

The largest discrepancies exist in the Cu63(n,2n)

indices and indicate a spectral depletion relative to the

Maxwellian description for very high energie%approx-

imately 20% fewer neutrons above 11 Mev. The variation

of the departures suggest probable distortions from the

Maxwellian in other parts of the spectrum. The Watt spec-

trum on the other hand falls below the observed spectrum

in the energy region of CU63 response, and a distinct

failure (departures from unity > 1.5 error intervals) of

the Watt function extends down thru the Al(n,a) response.

The nearly zero departure of the Al(n,a)/Cu63(n,2n) spec-

tral index confirms the existence of a more energetic

observed spectrum above 8 Mev at least.

Both spectral functions are essentially empirical,

the Maxwellian clearly so (see however section 4.1), and

the Watt in that it employs without justification a Max-

wellian distribution for

emission from the moving

the center-of-mass neutron

fragments (see 59Te) .
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Coincidentally, the Maxwellian description corresponds

closely to the comprehensive fission spectrum calculations

by Terrell (59Te) which combine a number of center-of-mass

evaporation spectra that match experimentally derived

temperature distributions of the excited fragments (see

section 4.7) . The more rapid falling off of the observed

spectrum then suggests that the derived temperature distri-

bution of the fragments is too high. Generally, we might

attribute such a failure to the limited fission fragment

excitation energy available for neutron emissio-perhaps

a maximum of 20 Mev. The statistical theories of emission

which assume that unlimited energy is available lead to the

exponential beh;avior of the spectrum at high energies. On

physical grounds, this high-energy tail must turn over at

some point and go to zero. That this is apparently so in

the energy range 12 to 16 Mev is consistent with an energy

cut-off some few Mev beyond.

The rapid decay of the theoretical spectrum in this

energy region, a factor of two per 900 kev, illustrates

the degree to which the excitation function must be correct

in order to support the cut-off conclusion: a 400 kev

error in the energy scale describing the Cu63(n,2n) excita-

tion function would produce the same observed shift of

indices. A distortion of 40% or so in the initial rise of

the excitation function could likewise cause the shift. The

agreement between three independent sets of cross section
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measurements, as detailed in Fig. 1-1, is felt to make

errors of these magnitudes unlikely.

The fact that the Watt spectral function falls off

even more rapidly than the observed spectrum is due to the

use of a single distribution for emission from the fragments

so that to fit the bulk of the spectrum too low a prediction

results for the extremes. Further discussion will be res-

tricted to the Maxwellian description, as it is supported

by detailed computations.

A second conclusion from the comparison in Table 5-6

is apparent. Almost all of the values, except CU63, fall

below unity implying a slightly more energetic spectrum than

predicted by the Maxwellian function. The conclusion is

supported not so much by the magnitude of departures which

are marginal compared to the uncertainties, but by the cm-

sistency displayed. This uniformity also tends to confirm

the detector excitation functions and suggests smaller un-

certainties than estimated.

We will pursue this indicated spectral distortion

briefly by grouping the detectors as follows: (1) the

fission detectors, designation F-set, energy range O to 5

Mev; and (2) the remaining high-energy detectors excluding

Cu63(n,2n), designation H-set, energy range 3 to 11 Mev.

All spectral indices not involving Cu63(n,2n) fall into one

of three group~F:F(3), F:H(12), H:H(6)—where the number
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of indices in each group are indicated.

a separate region of the matrix display.

is seen that negative departures greater

Each group occupies

On this basis it

than one error

interval predominate in the F:H group implying more neutrons

above 3 Mev than predicted by the spectral function. The

F:F and H:H groups present mixed arrays with generally

smaller departures. In the table below are listed in per-

cent the average absolute departures IX for each group,

the average directed departure ~, and the

experimental uncertainty ~:

Table 5-7: Ave:rageAbsolute and Directed
tures From Maxwellian Fission

1—I —

average estimated

Experimental Depar-
Spectrum Function

[Al A c

F:F(3) 5$ -5% 5$

F:H(12) 11 -11 9

H:H(6) 4 -2 6%

An enhancement of the spectrum above 3 Mev is indicated,

but not conclusively.

5.4 Adjustment of Maxwellian Spectrum

Though the average departures are not much larger than

the estimated uncertainties, the consistent indication of a

spectral shift towards higher energy makes it worthwhile to

assess quantitatively what spectral changes will yield a
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better fit to these activation detector results. A fit by

adjusting the parameter T in the Maxwellian spectral func-

1/2tion E exp(-E/T) is not adequate as can be seen by plot-

ting some values from Table 5-6 on Fig. 4-2. Rather than

attempting a comprehensive adjustment of the spectral form

with additional analytic functions, six energy groups will

be set up that are appropriate to the individual detector

response regions as shown in Fig. 1-2 of Chapter 1. Specif-

ication of this group structure is presented in Table 5-8.

The average group cross sections and the fractional group

responses for each detector are computed from the spectral

function for U235 and the cross section curves of Fig. 1-1.

The last line lists average detector cross sections com-
—

puted with the nominal Maxwellian function.

By informed

spectrum flux in

obtained smaller

sections and the

Just a few tries

trial and error the Maxwellian fission

each energy interval may be altered to

departures between computed average cross

observed cross sections of Table 5-5.

were required to get a smooth fit in which

no strong oscillation of adjacent group fluxes or detector

uncertainties was allowed. It is then possible to propa-

gate the uncertainties of Table 5-5 and estimate a group

flux uncertainty. The adjusted fission spectrum in terms

of the six energy groups appears in Table 5-9 along with its

departure from the standard Maxwellian. Photoplate data
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Table 5-9: Six-Group Adjusted U235 Fission
Neutron Spectrum

Energy
Grou~s

0-0.6 Mev

0.6-1.4

1.4-3.0

3.0-6.0

6.0-11.0

11.0-=

--- --

Av. Energy:

Maxwellian
Spectral
Function

0.1815

0.280

0.339

0.174

0.0248

0.00070

--- -

1.935 Mev

Adjusted
Spectrum

0.165 *28%

0.263 t16%

0.200 *11%

0.0294* 7%

0.0006+0%

--- -

2.055 Mev

phOtoplate(l)
Measurements

_(2)

0.275 ~ 2%

0.332 ~ 2%

0.185 + 3%J

0.0246+ 5%1

0.00051+10%

--- ---

1.958 Mev

(1)Energy range 1.4 to 11 Mev from 56Crl;above 11 Mev

from 52Wa. Normalization assumed a Maxwelli.an flux in

0-0.6 Mev group.

(2) Cloud Chamber data by Bonner (52Bo) normalized to the

Maxwellian at 250 kev (see Fig. I-1) yields 0.190 for the

flux in the first energy group.
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(not functional fits to them) reduced to this group struc-

ture by a Maxwellian extrapolation below the 0.3 Mev cut-

off are included in the table; suitably propagated uncer-

tainties are those recommended by the experimenters.

Qualitatively we may note that both measurements and

the functional description agree, most uncertainties over-

lap,

eter

over

and the remarkable adequacy of the simple one param-

Maxwellian function to describe the fission spectrum

a wide range of energy and flux is illustrated. Look-

ing in more detail we see a 15% fall off of the spectrum in

the highest energy group,the significance of which was

discussed above. The larger group fluxes above 3 Mev

required by the activation detectors is not borne out by the

photoplate measurements though uncertainties obscure the

conclusion. Again lack of precision excitation functions

puts the activation detectors at a disadvantage with

respect to the carefully done photoplate work. A compre-

hensive completion of the Van de Graaff calibration (section

5.1) covering all energies with suitably wide but adjacent

energy spreads could substantially reduce the uncertainties

in the adjustedl spectrum. The effect of the spectral dis-

tortion on average energy is shown in the last line of

Table 5-9.

The improvement in detector response brought about by

the adjusted spectrum may be seen in Table 5-10 which lists

average absolute departures for each set of six indices
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involving a single detector (CU63 excluded) .

Table 5-10:

Detectors

U235(n,f)

Np237(n,f)

U238(n,f)

P(n,p)

Al(n,P)

Fe56(n,p)

Al(n,a)

Cu63(n,2n)

Average Absolute Departures of Observed
Spectral Indices Involving a Single Detector

Maxwellian Adjusted
Spectrum Spectrum

11% 2%

9 2

6 2

6 2

7 2

6 5

10 4

26 2

Only the Fe56 detector shows no real improvement, and we

may note that measurement of the associated excitation

function is the least detailed of any. Again it must be

emphasized that it is the consistency rather than the

magnitude of the detector response departures that suggest

a spectral distortion.
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APPENDIX 1

VERSATILE, HIGH-STABILITY PROPORTIONAL COUNTER
FOR ACTIVATION MEASUREMENTS

All General Principles and Development

A reliable and flexible counting system is essential

for activation measurements. Counting rates vary widely

and yet important information often comes from very small

differences in counting rates. Some significant factors

considered in the development of a suitable counter are

discussed below.

Any calibrated counting system to be used reliably

day in and day out must operate on a plateau. Geiger

counters achieve this at the considerable disadvantage of

long dead times, while scintillation counters present

some inherent problems making it difficult to maintain

constant sensi-tivity over long periods, not the least

of which are fatigue effects at high counting rates.

The remaining option, proportional counters, was chosen

though care in design and operation is required to obtain

good plateaus. The main problem is to equalize pulses to
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such an extent that the smallest are brought to a reason-

able discriminator level while the largest do not paral-

yze the amplifier or unduly disturb subsequent pulses.

In the system developed, pulse variation is about a

factor of 70 so that an overloadable amplifier must be

used.

Chamber pulses arise from (1) source betas which

enter through a window and cross the chamber volume one

or more times (back scattering of betas from chamber walls

is surprisingly large, 57Mu) at all orientations to the

collector wire and (2) betas emitted from the walls due

to photoelectric conversion or Compton scattering of

source gammas which are not ordinarily restricted by the

window.

The specific ionization of a beta-particle is rel-

atively constant down to - 0.2Mev, but rises sharply below

* O.lMev. Beta ranges in methane are - 200cm for a 0.5Mev

beta and about 15 cm for O.lMev (50Wi). Clearly, very

large pulses from the chamber are infrequent and are due

to low energy or nearly spent betas emitted or scattered

from the walls--especially those with ionization paths

ending in the chamber. These pulses may be reduced in

number by (1) keeping chamber volume small and (2) having

chamber walls thin to betas; both precautions reduce the

probability of path endings in the chamber gas.
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Small pulses arise from single ionization paths

across the chamber of electrons with energy greater than

about 0.2Mev. In particular, single paths which tra-

verse only a short distance in the chamber or are directed

near radially to the collector wire will contribute

greatly reduced pulse heights. Small pulses, therefore,

are essentially a geometry problem, and it is relatively

easy with a suitable window to eliminate short path

lengths by source betas. The more penetrating gammas,

on the other hand, are not so easily restricted and

“corner paths” may remain significant since Compton

scattering will quickly undo any external source colli-

mation. A larger chamber volume enhances the height

of the smaller pulses, but is accompanied by an increase

in natural counter background as well as the number

of large pulses,as mentioned above. There must be a

compromise.

Another ccmsideration of practical importance in

design concerns collector wire mounting. A counting

wire of radius a~ (? 0.002”) attached coaxially to a

cylindrical mounting rod of radius al >> a2 will give

rise to collapsing potential lines qualitative as shown

below, indicating that the field of the mounting rod

extends into the region of the collectol’ wire.
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In regions I and II where the fields are radial the ratio

of electric field strengths at equal distances from the

axis is given by:

‘1
,!nb/a2

—.
‘2 Zn b/a ‘1

where “b” is the radius of the chamber enclosure. For

tYPical values (b - l“, a2 -0.001”, al -0.030”),

E1/E2 - 2. It is possible therefore to have significant

scavenging of ions by nonmultiplying support electrodes

resulting in poor pulse equalization. This effect is

often not important when sources are far from supports

in elongated counting chambers. When a small chamber

volume is desirable, adequate protection may be obtained

by keeping support rods within simple recesses in the

chamber wall.

These factors influencing proportional counter
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performance were not systematically examined experimentally.

However, a 4“ diameter hemispherical chamber in which some

design parameters could be varied was operated and the

general effect of windows, wire diameter, chamber geometry,

and in particular supporting electrodes were investigated.

A1.2 Counter Design and Performance Specification

The final system employs a windowed, methane-flow

proportional counter coupled to a Los Alamos Model 260 over-

loadable amplifier. The chamber design is a flat cylinder

(1.5” dia. x 7/16” deep) with a 0.003” gold plated tungsten

wire mounted centrally along a diameter. An assembly

diagram and drawing of the counter chamber are shown in

Figs. Al-1 and A1-2; details of fabrication are on

Los Alamos dwg. no. 19Y29541D1, 2. A convenient mounting

design makes wire replacement quite simple, and such re-

placement does not affect counter sensitivity. The counter

wire is soldered to parts 4 and 12 in Fig. A1-2,and part

12 is pushed into teflon insulater 11 to tighten (about

1/16” inch protrusion of part 12 should be allowed) . TWO

mil aluminum covers the 1“ diameter window. Since counting

samples are always of significant thickness the advantages

of a windowed counter vs insertion ty~protection of

chamber from damage and contamination, as well as freedom
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for sample positioning and shielding+re not compromised.

Brass disk holders 1/16” thick are recessed to hold

the counting disks flush with the top surface of the

holder and on the center-line of the chamber. Nine slots

for the holders provide for sample to window distances

of 1/8” to 2-5/8”. A shield holder placed in an adjacent

slot allows 3/4” diameter aluminum or lead shields to be

interposed.

Presently two identical systems (a great advantage

in isolating malfunctions) are in operation along with

associated automatic readouts and computer processing.

Operating specifications and characteristics are listed

below:

A. Chamber: total output capacitance - 70~f,

chamber capacitance - 5~~f, high voltage = 3450

volts, output pulses betweenO.007 and 0.5 volts.

B. Coupling circuit: coupling condenser = 100~f,

HV isolation resistor = 1.3 megohm.

c. Amplifier: Los Alamos Model 260 (nonoverloading)

set for gain of 3000. Resulting pulses are

- 3~sec wide with a 25 volt maximum undershoot

and 25~sec maximum recovery time. Overload factor

* 15, dead time - 2.5~sec, discriminator setting

10 volts.

D. Plateaus: bias plateau - 0.02%/volt in range of
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ten to thirty volts for a normal uranium foil

(mainly beta activity of Pa234). With a pure

gamma source, CS137, the slope is -0.06%/volt in

the sa,meregion. Chamber voltage plateau over

range 3400-3500 volts is - 0.04%/10 volts. Break-

down ctccurssomewhere beyond 4000 volts.

E. Standam?ds: normal uranium disks 0.750 inch in

diameter and unpolished are used as standard

sources. Mounted flush in a brass holder in the

closest slot (S1) they give counting rates vs.

thickness as shown below:

Thickness: 0.008” 0.016” 0.024” 0.040” Inf.

5.
c/m x 10 . 1.21 1.25 1.26 1.27 - 1.28

F. Beta and Gamma Sensitivity: Chamber efficiency

for betas is essentially 100%. The geometry for

slot 1 is - 40%, and

cribed in Table 1-2,

ciencies are between

chamber efficiencies

for non-fission detectors des-

Chapter 1, detector effi-

20 and 35%. Typical low

for gamma detection are given

in the following table:

Co(n,7)

Al(n,p)

Al(n,a)

Chamber gamma
Mev/disintegration efficiency (%)—

* 0.07 0.05 f .04

-1 - 1.5

- 4.1 *5
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G. Foil positioning: Long term reproducibility is

likely to be most affected by this factor. For

the 0.75” uranium standards lateral position

sensitivity is 0.1% per 0.01”, but vertical

position sensitivity can exceed 2% per 0.01” for

the most sensitive slots.

H. Background: natural counter background is 20c/m

inside a 2“ lead shield at 7,000 ft. altitude.

1. Chamber gas: commercial grade methane with flow

rate not less than 50cc/min.
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APPENDIX 2

COAXIAL DISK GEOMETRY

Many commonplace source-detector geometries can be

generated from thin coaxial disks (i.e., thin compared

to neutron mean free paths) . A general solution for the

fundamental problem of the reaction rate in a thin detec-

tor disk coaxial with a source disk is straightforward.

Integrals are set up below and IBM 704 results presented.

Consider first an axial point source of unit strength

a distance “z” from a disk detector of radius “a” as shown

in Fig. A2-1. The reaction rate dRp(z,r) in an annular

element of the detector given by
7,

dRp(z,r) = --- (l-e ‘) 7!mr sinEJrd9; X = mean free path
qllr

-:
=; (l-e ) sin~d~ = ~ dcosq A2-1

X = mean free path

is applicable for t<<l, and a$z.

For detector thickness t<<z,a, this expression can be inte-

grated with 1.= t/cos~. Changing the variable of integration
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to v = cose the reaction rate is given by

A2-2

For z>>a the inverse square limit a2t/4z2A is obtained.

Extending the source to a radius rs and dividing it

into annular elements, the reaction rate due to such source

elements in a detector of radius a~ rs (see Figure A2-1)

may be derived as follows:

for 0<0< arctan ~

( -&dRd(;,:) = + 1-(3 ) dcos~
‘Cose ‘%%) 2 ‘

and for arctan ~ <9< arctan ~

The solution far the first region is given above; the

second region

u s z tane:

is best evaluated

z
where a -M 1/2 “

[Z2 +. (a-y)2]

by changing to the variable

a-y u + z
0<y2a,

For the case at~rs,an additional integral for y>a is
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necessary:

y+a
Rd(~,~) = & j’ @ U du

# y>a.
y-a U2 + 22

A final integration over the source disk of unit strength

and radius rs gives the total reaction rate in the detec-

tor disk, a distance z away:

A2-3

The geometry is thus described by just two parameters, zia

and rs/a, the ratios of separation distance and source

radius to detector radius.

Numerical solutions of

(c ;,

for three source radii, rs/a = 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, have been

obtained with a simple fortran code on the Los Alamos IBM

704 computers. An effective flux at the detector may be

defined by

A2-4

Fig. A2-2 graphs @ (z) for a = rs = 1 cm.

Another useful interpretation of the computer results

defines an average source to detector distance ~ for a

given separation distance z/a:
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which approaches z as the separation distance increases.

In Fig. A2-3 the ratio z/~ vs z/a is plotted for three

detector radii.

In Chapter 2 these results are used to calculate the

effective flux for finite disk detectors in the region

between two source disks of finite thickness and non-

uniform source density. Another situation still in the

process of refinement is the effective flux for disk

detectors close to a 3cm long cylindrical gas target at

the Los Alamos Van de Graaff.
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APPENDIX 3

COMPUTATION OF CAVITY RETURN SPEC1’RA

A3.1 Monte-Carlo Method

Application of this method to the problem of the

number and spectrum of neutrons returning to a fission

source at the center of a spherical cavity in a large D20

thermalizing medium is due to Drs. E. D. Cashwell and

C. J. Everett. Their

(59Ca) summarizes the

kind.

monograph “The Monte-Carlo Method”

general approach to problems of this

Conditions imposed on the calculation were as follows:

(1) Point source of fission spectrum neutrons located

at center of cavity.

(2) Neutrons followed until (a) energy falls below

0.32 ev or (b) they go beyond a specified radius.

(3) Neutrons recentering the cavity recorded into

four solid angle divisions (0-0.32, 0.32-1.04,

1.04-1.84, l.84-2TTsteradians) and twenty five

energy groups.
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(4) Transport correction for anisotropic scattering.

Angular divisions are illustrated in Fig. A3-1. The

computation was carried out on the old Los Alamos Maniac

computer.

Table A3-I.tabulates total energy-integrated return

in each solid angle divisjon for three cavity sizes. Nor-

malized spectra, summed over the first three solid angles,

for 10 and 25cm diameter cavities are listed in Table A3-2,

based on 104 neutrons followed for each arrangement.

A plot of the central flux vs.cavity diameter is shown

in Fig. A3-2 along with the total number of cavity traver-

ses per source neutron. The curves are consistent with a

central to average flux ratio in the cavity of about 1.6

due to anisotropy of the ret-arning neutrons. An expression

l/(r + k)2, r = cavity radius in

cm, an average scattering depth,

centimeters, yields k = 5.6

when fit to the flux plot.

A3.2 DSN Multigroup Transport Method

The DSN Method for approximating the Boltzmann Trans-

port Equation has been used extensively for reactor calcula-

tions (58Ca) . Simple source problems can also be handled,

and give results more quickly than the Monte-Carlo approach.

Using the 16 group cross sections developed by G. E. Hansen

and W. H. Roach (61Ha) and the S4 approximation, cavity
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Fig. A3-1: Angular divisions used to describe neutrons returning to the cavity by tbe Monte-Carlo method.



Table A3-1: Total Neutron Return for Cavity Fission Spectrum
(Monte-carlo) Solid Angle Divisions (Steradians)

o - 0.32 0.32 - 1.04 1.04 - 1.84 1.84 - Zlr

3“ Dia. Cavity; 12” D20 Reflector; 7500 Neutrons Followed

Fraction Returned
(Total - 0.27)

Frac. Ret./Ster.

Central Flux (Unit

0.024 .0533 0.051

0.074 0.074 0.063

Source) 0.0051

4“ Dia. Cavity; 12” D20 Reflector; 22,500 Neutrons Followed

Fraction Returned
(Total = 0.34) 0.029 0.066 0.063

Frac. Ret./Ster. 0.091 0.092 0.079

Central Flux (Unit Source) 0.0035

10” Dia. Cavity; 12” D20 Reflector; 10,000 Neutrons Followed
.

Fraction Returned
(Total - 0.66) 0.061 0.131 0.118

Frac. Ret./Ster. 0.192 0.180 0.148

Central Flux (Unit Source) 0.0012

10” Dia. Cavity; 18” D:20Reflector; 10,000 Neutrons Followed

Fraction Returned
(Total = 0.67) O .058 0.130 0.123

Frac. Ret./Ster. 0.181 0.181 0.154

Central Flux (Unit SOWCe) o ●0011

.140

0.032

0.175

0.039

0.347

0.078

0 ●354

o .0s0
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Table A3-2: NormalizedFlux SpectrumFor Neutrons
Returningto Cavity (Monte-Carlo)

Flux Spectrum
Energy Groups O < Sl< 1.84 Ster.

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17
18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

10cm dia. cvy.
Range 25cm thk. D20 Refl.

4.7 - 10 Mev

2.2 - 4.7 “

1.0 - 2.2 “

0.47- 1.0 “

0.22- 0.47”

0.10- 0.22”

47 - 100 kev

22 - 47 “

10 - 22 “

4.7 - 10 “

2.2 - 4.7 ‘t

1.0 - 2.2 “

0.47- 1.0 “

0.22- 0.47”

0.10- 0.22”

56 - 100 ev

32 - 56 “

18 - 32 “

10 - 18 “

5.6- 10 “

3.2- 5.6 “

1.8- 3.2 “

1.0- 1.8 “

0.56- 1.0 “

0.32- 0.56 “

0.0005

0.0146

0.0242

0.052

0.1049

0.1131

0.1138

0.079

0.075

0.0560

0.062

0.045

0.040

0.044

0.025

0.0228

0.0186

0.0153

0.0171

0.0178

0.0158

0.0154

0.0134

0.0156

0.00911

Spectrum Above 17 kev: 0.54

Central Return Flux
(Unit Source): 0.0035

Av. cross section,U235(n, f): 10.lb

U238(n,f): 0.016b

25cm dia. cvy.
17.5cm thk. D20 Refl.

0.0003
0.0078

0.0215

0.044

0.0852

0.100

0.091

0.078

0.0666

0.055

0.057

0.051

0.051

0.039

0.039

0.0260

0.0247

0.0234

0.0256

0.0221

0.0228

0.0182

0.0153

0.0160

0.0215

0.47

0.0012

12.5

0.011
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return spectra and fluxes were obtained for D O~ , H20, and

graphite reflectors.

Spherical problems with four regions and 82 space

points were run on the Los Alamos IBM 7090 computer:

Region : 1 2 3 4

Outer
Boundary : 0.70cm 0.80cm 205-20cm 30-50cm

No. Of’

Space Pts. : 20 2 39 50

Regions 1, 2, and 3 include the cavity with a fission neutron

source placed in region 2; region 4 is the reflector. In

Table A3-3 the spectra of neutrons returning to the cavity

are tabulated for representative arrangements. Assuming

cadmium shielded detectors the spectra are normalized to

the total flux above 0.4 ev. Spectral variations are

illustrated by the changes in the fraction of neutrons

above 17kev, and agree reasonably well with the Monte-Carlo

results of Table A3-2.

The total neutron return from the thermalizing medium

is conveniently summarized by specifying the return flux

at the center of the cavity for a unit fission neutron

source (1 neutron/see) at or near the center. A plot of

the total central return flux vs.cavity diameter for various

reflectors is shown in Fig. A3-3. Discrepancies of up to

20% are apparent in the total central flux between the two
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computational methods and may be attributable the use of

different cross sections and center-of-mass anistropy

functions. For the background estimates undertaken in

Chapter 2 this discrepancy is not important as the detector

response will be overshadowed by other larger uncertainties.

In general., the fission return background at

center is simply

Background

—

~ [wreturn]4fi2 ~retu”n”
‘fiss. spec.

the cavity

3

where Z is the average source to detector distance as dis-

cussed in Appendix 2, @return the central return flux as

given in Fig. A3-3, and tireturn the average cross section

computed with the spectrum as given in Tables A3-2 or A3-3.

For example, with an average source to detector distance

equal to about 1/20 of the cavity diameter,the neutron return

contribution to a U238 fission detector is 0.004 x 4m(0.50)2 x

0.018/0.030 = 0.09% in a 10cm diameter cavity within a D20

reflector. Other higher energy detectors will receive a

smaller contribution from returning neutrons so that rather

crude estimates of geometry and average cross sections are

adequate.

Noting that the return flux vs. cavity diameter shown

in Fig. A3-3 varies approximately as the reciprocal of the

cavity diameter, the parameter ~2/(cvy. dia.) becomes useful

for choosing cavity size and source-detector arrangements.
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Both calculations indicate that the return is nearly unaffec-

ted by changes of reflector thickness greater than 25cm.
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37 We.

39 Hal.

39 Ha2.

40 Tu .

48 Ba.

50 Fo .

50 Wi.

52 Bo .

52 Br.

52 )?o .

52 Fr.

52 Ne.

52 Wa.

53 Hu .

54 Be.

54 Wa.
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